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Abstract

This work develops a philosophically credible and psychologically realisable account of control that is necessary for moral responsibility. We live, think, and act in an environment of subjective uncertainty and limited information. As a result, our decisions and actions are influenced by factors beyond our control. Our ability to act freely is restricted by uncertainty, ignorance, and luck. Through three articles, I develop a naturalistic theory of control for action as a process of error minimisation that extends over time. Thus conceived, control can serve to minimise the influence of luck on action and enable freedom in uncertainty.

In Article 1, Thor Grünbaum and I argue for a psychologically plausible account of the kind of control that is necessary for moral responsibility. We begin by establishing the relationship between **agentive contribution** and **responsibility-level control**. One way to determine whether one the right kind and degree of control to be morally responsible is to track one’s degree of contribution to an action. However, a psychologically plausible account of control in terms of agentive contribution may seem to contradict the types of functional-mechanistic explanations used in cognitive science. In cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience, personal-level capacities are explained by a set of sub-personal mechanisms. Often, such explanations leave no room for a contribution by the agent. By integrating insights from theories of cognitive control and incorporating them into a philosophical account of intentions, we propose a way of thinking about the distribution of cognitive control resources as something the agent does.

Article 2 argues that a classic argument concerning luck, originally aimed at libertarianism, generalises beyond any specific theory of free will, and regardless of whether determinism or indeterminism is true. I call this **mental luck**. Because we all make decisions under conditions of relative uncertainty and limited information, it is possible for an agent to make decisions that are contrary to their own motivation. In such situations, it may be a matter of luck whether the agent makes the right decision. Mentally lucky decisions are not rationally governed by attitudes within the agent's perspective, and thus, may be indistinguishable from unlucky ones. From the perspective of the agent, such decisions may resemble the outcome of a lottery. Therefore, mental luck poses a challenge to most prominent theories of free action and moral responsibility.
Finally, article 3 engages with the issue of *resultant luck*, namely luck in how things turn out. Resultant luck raises a challenge for theories of moral responsibility because its existence suggests that one may be responsible for factors beyond one’s control. Prominent responses to resultant luck led to a choice between internalism and scepticism. I argue that familiar cases of resultant luck are based on the assumption that actions are events. Instead, I propose an alternative ontology of action as an ongoing goal-directed process with a *many-shots* structure. Described this way, cases of resultant luck are not representative of ordinary action. The proposal of action as a *many-shots* process is consistent with predictive coding, a cognitive architecture which centres around error minimisation. Under this framework, cases of resultant more luck are no longer failures of action, but rather anticipated errors to be settled within the ordinary process of action.
Resumé


Endelig beskæftiger artikel 3 sig med spørgsmålet om resulterende held, nemlig held i måden hvorpå konsekvenser af ens handling falder ud. Det resulterende held rejser en udfordring for teorier om moralsk ansvar, fordi dets eksistens antyder, at man kan blive ansvarlig for faktorer uden for ens kontrol. Fremtrædende reaktioner på resulterende held fører til et valg mellem internalisme og skepticisme. Jeg argumenterer for, at velkendte tilfælde af resulterende held er baseret på den antagelse, at handlinger er begivenheder. Jeg foreslår i stedet en alternativ handleingsontologi, hvor handling er en løbende målrettet proces med en fejlminimeringsstruktur. Beskrevet på denne måde er tilfælde af resulterende held ikke repræsentative for almindelig handling. Handling forstået som en proces, hvor fejl minimeres over tid, er i overensstemmelse med prædiktiv kodning forstået som en generel kognitiv arkitektur.
Introduction

Preface

The work presented in this dissertation originates in keen curiosity about the mind, thought, and action. The dissertation comprises of 3 articles, each raising issues about highly specialised debates at the intersection of philosophy of mind, philosophy of action, cognitive and moral psychology. Together, the articles provide support for the claim that humans have the sort of free will necessary to be morally responsible. My proposal suggests that we can psychologically realise the kind of control that is necessary for moral responsibility, even though we act in an environment of subjective uncertainty and limited information.

As the title suggests, I defend an account of freedom in uncertainty. I take this as the sort of freedom we can realistically expect to have, given all our constraints. Because freedom is typically associated with control, I seek to justify an account of control which can at the same time be empirically credible, corroborate common intuitions about moral responsibility, and satisfy the conditions set by prominent theories of action. In the process, I discuss several challenges and objections to such an account of control and propose ways to resist each of them. Every challenge contributes to a more developed account of the sort of control that can enable freedom in uncertainty.

This introductory chapter offers an overview of the free will debate, focusing on the interplay between metaphysical discussions on the nature of free will, the importance of the notion of control, and the perniciousness of the problem of luck for theories of moral responsibility. I begin with a statement of the central problem the dissertation is addressing, and a short description of the contribution it offers to the literature. I move to introduce a few fundamental principles that mark my perspective throughout this work. Then, I provide an overview the relevant philosophical literature on free will and moral responsibility. This overview is organised in three parts. First, I review the problem of free will, sketching out my own compatibilist position which remains agnostic on the true metaphysical nature of the universe. Next, I discuss control, a key notion in the moral responsibility debate that spans philosophy and psychology. Here, I maintain that independently of which position one assumes in the debate, the relevant notion of control should be realisable by human psychology. Third, I turn to the problem and review two ways that factors outside an agent’s control appear to make a moral difference. I briefly introduce the relevant
literature before I outline my own position in the luck debate, as presented in articles 2 and 3. The purpose of this theoretical overview is twofold: first, to introduce important concepts and debates from the literature and second, to motivate my position and sketch out how I argue for it in the three articles that follow.

I then turn to a number of methodological considerations that have guided my work. With both the theoretical background and the methodological discussion complete, I then outline each of three articles that make up my dissertation. My aim here is not only to present each article in isolation, but to draw connections between them and substantiate how they jointly constitute a coherent proposal. At the end of this introductory chapter, I discuss a common narrative which emerges from the three articles that follow.

**Problem Statement**

Is there a philosophically plausible and psychologically realisable account of the sort of control necessary for free will and moral responsibility, given the fact that humans think and act within an environment of subjective uncertainty and limited information?

**Guiding Principles**

At this point, I want to discuss three fundamental premises that underpin the work presented in this dissertation. They take the form of guiding principles for the sort of account I want to develop. Together, they make up the foundation of my proposal, the foundation of the sort of free will one can have within an environment of uncertainty.

First, throughout the work presented here, I propose to turn the spotlight on the agent. I take this as the first step towards a plausible account of morally responsible action. Once we focus on how things look from the perspective of an agent, it becomes clear that whatever the conditions form moral responsibility end up being, they should be realisable by agents like us. Furthermore, focusing on the subjective outlook of the agent underscores the importance of taking both the psychological and the epistemic capacities and limitations of ordinary agents into account. For instance, any good account of moral responsibility should be consistent with what we know about how humans exercise control over their environment. This first assumption comes into play in article 1, where Thor Grünbaum and I consider whether the sort of control that is commonly
regarded as necessary for moral responsibility is in fact realisable by human psychology. In our attempt to provide a mechanistic explanation of our capacity for responsibility-level control, we argue for the importance of agentive contribution in determining that a happening is in fact an action. The same focus on the agent underlies the arguments made in the remaining two articles.

Second, irrespective of the objective nature of the universe, we are all faced with uncertainty and incomplete information. This second premise suggests that from the perspective of the agent, whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic has little bearing on how she acts and makes decisions. Ordinary agents are epistemically limited, in a way that precludes them from having access to complete information about the world. Within this environment of uncertainty, explaining the cognitive process of exercising control using limited resources becomes the focal point of my investigation. With the premise of perspectival uncertainty and limited information as a fundamental starting point, some familiar issues in the free will debate appear differently than they are typically portrayed in the literature. This forms the backbone of the arguments presented in articles 2 and 3. It means that the metaphysical debate about determinism and indeterminism is much less pertinent for some questions about moral responsibility. As long as the agent acts within an environment of uncertainty, it makes no difference to her whether the universe is deterministic or not. Note that this does not mean the metaphysical debate is no longer interesting in general. Rather, it means that my arguments are independent to the truth of determinism.

Finally, I come to the third guiding principle. This is the idea that action is a process of many shots. It runs contrary to the traditional event ontology of action which has dominated the field. According to the many-shots structure, ordinary action is best understood as an ongoing, goal-directed process that extends over time. Furthermore, this principle allows that the agent may fail and try again, while still be performing the same action. In fact, errors and misses appear less as conclusive failures of action, and more as constitutive parts of a process of constant refinement and error minimisation. Coupled with a cognitive architecture such as predictive coding, the view of action as a many-shots process has important implications for various debates within the free will literature, such as resultant moral luck. While the many-shots process ontology of action is developed in the third article, it underlies the entirety of this work, as a credible alternative to the traditional understanding of action.
Theoretical Overview

In what follows, I provide an introduction to the free will and moral responsibility literature, as well as key concepts from philosophy of action. This overview of relevant theoretical background is in no way complete. The fields I engage with are both several and individually broad. To exhaust these topics would require one or several handbooks, of which many exist. However, I provide a brief overview of the concepts and debates that are most important for the work presented in this dissertation. The aim of this presentation is to throw some light on how these concepts and debates could be informed by adopting my three basic premises. So, throughout this synopsis of the state of the art I attempt to convey how each concept, theory, or debate, is relevant for my purposes.

The Free Will Debate

Free Will

In this first part of the theoretical overview, I introduce the concepts of free will and moral responsibility before I outline the problem of free will. After reviewing the two leading camps in the debate, compatibilism and incompatibilism, I discuss their respective commitments regarding the nature of the universe. Finally, I sketch out my own position as a version of compatibilism and consider its place within the free will debate.

One could be excused for thinking that the definition free will invites little debate. After all, the idea of a free will seems both natural and quite straightforward. However, there are several different ways to define free will. How one defines free will matters, because it partly determines the sorts of answers one can give to important questions about free will. Consider three distinct ways to define free will:

1. Free will as access to alternative possibilities (van Inwagen, 1983: 8; Ginet, 1990: 90; Clarke, 2003:3)
2. Free will as the power to be the ultimate creator and sustainer of one’s ends and purposes (Kane, 1996: 4)
3. Free will as the ability to exercise the kind of control necessary for moral responsibility (Mele, 2006: 17; Haji, 2009: 18)
For the work presented in this dissertation, it is the third way of defining free will that is of interest to me. The connection between free will and moral responsibility is central to the arguments I develop in the three articles that follow, and to the common narrative that emerges from them. Broadly understood, my aim is to provide credibility for the view that the ability to exercise the kind of control necessary for moral responsibility is within the range of ordinary human agents and can in principle be realised by human psychology. In turn, a credible account of this kind of control provides support for the view that some humans sometimes have free will.

**Moral Responsibility**

Settled on a definition of free will that centres around an ability necessary for moral responsibility, I should spell out moral responsibility in more detail. As it is used throughout this work, moral responsibility refers to the degree to which a person is worthy of blame or praise. In other words, to say that one is morally responsible is to say that they are blameworthy or praiseworthy. This definition of moral responsibility distinguishes it from other related concepts. For instance, moral responsibility is distinct from morality in general. The latter may refer to moral obligations, prohibitions, considerations of right and wrong, virtue and vice, good and bad. Moral responsibility is only concerned with the degree to which a person is worthy of blame or praise. Moreover, there is a marked contrast between moral responsibility and other types of responsibility, such as causal responsibility, legal responsibility, or aesthetic responsibility. These and other types of responsibility are not exclusively concerned solely with blameworthiness and praiseworthiness.

Before moving on, consider the concepts of blameworthiness and praiseworthiness. They are perhaps the central defining concepts of moral responsibility, which is why they feature in its definition. In essence, blameworthiness and praiseworthiness are two poles on the moral responsibility continuum (Khoury, 2018). To be either praiseworthy or blameworthy entails being morally responsible. Or one may conceive them as the two only types of responsibility. Then, being morally responsible means either being blameworthy or being praiseworthy. Regardless of which understanding of blameworthiness and praiseworthiness one chooses, the important point is this: moral responsibility refers to the degree to which someone is worthy of blame or praise.

**Reactive Attitudes**

But what does it mean exactly to be worthy of blame and praise? The answer to this question will significantly illuminate our understanding of the kind of moral responsibility we are interested
in. According to P.F. Strawson (1962) and arguably most philosophers since, blaming and praising people for their actions involves certain affective responses, namely reactive attitudes. Strawson’s focus on reactive attitudes reflects the social significance of the practice of holding each other responsible. Reactive attitudes typically include resentment, gratitude, forgiveness, anger, love, and indignation, among others.

Strawson made an important distinction between detached or objective attitudes on the one hand, and non-detached or reactive attitudes on the other. Assuming the objective attitude towards another person involves being detached from them in some way. Certain responses, such as resentment, indignation or forgiveness are less appropriate, because the person is treated partly as an object, part of the causal chain but not in the right way to be truly worthy of blame and praise. Everyday examples of assuming the objective attitude with someone typically affect the degree to which that person is blameworthy or praiseworthy. Conversely, assuming the reactive attitude towards someone is often taken as the prototypical example of engaged human interaction. For many philosophers of moral responsibility, being a morally responsible agent is the same as being an appropriate target of the reactive attitudes, and the very concept of moral responsibility consists in extending reactive attitudes towards each other (Haji, 2002: 204).

Two considerations are relevant when it comes to Strawson’s account of reactive attitudes. First, the view has both descriptive and normative aspects. On the one hand, the idea of reactive attitudes is meant to capture how we actually feel towards others, and the way we actually express moral judgement. On the other hand, their existence involves a normative demand in interpersonal relationships, specifically a moral obligation to act with good will. As Strawson notes, reactive attitudes are “natural human reactions to the good or ill will or indifference of others towards us as displayed in their attitudes and actions” (Strawson, 1962: 67). For instance, being at the receiving end of an attitude of indignation may reasonably motivate one to abstain from behaviour that could incite similar responses in the future. Second, reactive attitudes can function as both backward and forward-looking responses. For instance, when one expresses gratitude for a kind act, one is engaging a backward-looking reactive attitude of praise towards someone because of her actions in the past. At the same time, an expression of gratitude indicates how one wishes or expects to be treated in the future. Correspondingly for blame-involving responses, an expression of indignation clearly indicates that one does not wish to be treated this way, thus creating a forward-looking demand for the target of such a response. Bidirectional reactive attitudes create trajectories of reactive exchange (McGeer 2012: 10), directed both towards the past and towards the future.
Senses of Responsibility

Finally, to round up the discussion of the relevant sense of moral responsibility, there are various refinements to the concept which arguably help to capture people’s intuitions and everyday moral practice better. For instance, some distinguish between responsibility as \textit{attributability}, where something can be correctly attributed to an agent, and responsibility as \textit{accountability}, where blameworthiness and praiseworthiness are fully operative (Watson, 1996). Others make the further conceptual distinction of responsibility as \textit{answerability}, where it is justified to ask the responsible agent to cite reasons for something being the case (Shoemaker, 2011). Yet others insist that the relevant sense of responsibility is captured by this notion of answerability alone (Smith, 2015). For my purposes, the outcome of this debate is not important. That said, I do subscribe to a view that accepts some kind of control as a necessary condition for moral responsibility and insists that the right sort of control involves a contribution by the agent. Furthermore, my definition of moral responsibility focuses on blameworthiness and praiseworthiness. Therefore, responsibility as accountability is the most proximate sense for the work presented in this dissertation.

Moral responsibility is the central concept here because it motivates the significance of the problem of free will. We care whether we have free will, because free will justifies our holding people responsible. At the same time, to justify holding people responsible, it should be possible for them to fulfil the relevant conditions. So, whatever the conditions for someone to be morally responsible end up being, those conditions should be within the range of human psychology. That is, it should be possible for ordinary humans to fulfil whatever is required for being worthy of blame and praise. My work is an attempt to investigate the relevant limitations we face, and consider whether given those limitations, there is hope for a psychologically plausible and philosophically credible account of moral responsibility.

The Problem of Free Will

Now we can venture an articulation of the problem of free will. The problem is typically motivated by considering the truth of determinism. Intuitively, if the universe is deterministic, our capacity for control seems to be under serious threat. Before we see why, we need to define determinism. In a broad sense, determinism is the thesis that at any time only one future is physically possible (van Inwagen, 1983: 3; Kane, 2002: 27-28; Mele, 2006: 3). While there are many possible elaborations of this underspecified definition of determinism, it is adequate for my
purpose here. Determinism is a general metaphysical thesis about the nature of the universe. The thesis of determinism provides the most common introduction into the problem of free will. Consider the following:

1. Determinism is true.
2. At least some persons have free will.
3. Free will is incompatible with determinism

**Compatibilism and Incompatibilism**

This first formulation of the problem of free will consists of a set of mutually inconsistent propositions. Typically, framing the problem begins with accepting or rejecting proposition (3) from above, by means of posing the *compatibility question* (Kane, 1996: 13), namely whether free will is compatible with determinism. Two large camps make up the debate, compatibilists and incompatibilists. Broadly, compatibilists believe that free will and moral responsibility are compatible with determinism, while incompatibilists believe that free will and moral responsibility are incompatible with determinism (Mele, 2006: 3). These two principal positions aside, there are also several variations on them, some of which are relevant for my work. I will discuss these variations after introducing the compatibilism/incompatibilism debate in earnest.

Compatibilists and incompatibilists represent opposing views on the relationship between free will and determinism, and subsequently, different accounts of what it means to be morally responsible. In essence, the two positions emerge from a metaphysical commitment. *Compatibilism* is the view that it is metaphysically possible that determinism is true and at least some people have free will. *Incompatibilism* is the view that it is not metaphysically possible that determinism is true and at least some people have free will. Both statements are conditional. Neither compatibilists nor incompatibilists need to commit themselves to the truth of determinism. For instance, a compatibilist and an incompatibilist alike will gladly accept evidence that determinism is not true. They are only committed to the conditional relationship between the truth of determinism, on the one hand, and the possibility of some people having free will, on the other.

Furthermore, neither compatibilists nor incompatibilists commit themselves to humans actually having free will. Rather, they commit to a metaphysical relation between the truth of determinism on the one hand, and the possibility of free will on the other. For instance, as an incompatibilist one
is committed to the view that it is not possible for people to have free will if determinism is true. But it may still be true that determinism is not true, and yet people do not have free will. Correspondingly for compatibilists, the view is committed to the compatibility between determinism and the possibility of free will, not to the truth of free will in general.

That said, being a compatibilist who does not believe in free will is indeed a bizarre position to hold. If people acting freely is compatible with both determinism and indeterminism, then we should expect some of people to be able to act freely at some point. So, the compatibilist position typically maintains that we have free will, but often leaves the nature of the universe open. The position I am sketching in the three articles that constitute this dissertation is compatibilist in that sense. I insist that at least some people sometimes have free will and argue for specifying the structures that enable this sort of free will, without specifying the nature of the universe. My view is that from the perspective of an ordinary agent acting in the world, the truth or not of determinism makes no relevant difference.

Such an agnostic view is by no means canonical. Many variations of both compatibilism and incompatibilism take a stance on the conditional about free will and the truth of determinism. More specifically, some variations of compatibilism and most versions of incompatibilism take a stance on the basic nature of the universe. For instance, a version of incompatibilism called libertarianism claims that determinism is false and at least some people have free will (Kane, 1996; Ekstrom, 2000; O’Connor, 2000; Clarke, 2003; Ginet, 2003; Balaguer, 2010, Steward, 2012). Free will libertarians, who form arguably the majority of incompatibilists, believe that we have free will, and that free will is incompatible with determinism. Therefore, according to libertarianism, the world must be indeterministic. Thus, providing a credible account of free action within an indeterministic universe is the principal task of libertarianism. Another incompatibilist view that takes a position regarding the nature of the universe is hard determinism. Hard determinism is the rarely explicitly adopted view that determinism is true, and no one has free will (for a discussion see Kane, 2002: 27-32). But not all such positions are incompatibilist. Soft determinism, the view that determinism is true, and some people have free will (Hobart, 1934; Edwards, 1958). Because it maintains that free will can exist in a deterministic world, soft determinism is a version of compatibilism.
Free Will Scepticism

A final family of views on free will that is relevant to discuss here is free will scepticism. While that involves some simplification, I label as free will scepticism all views that claim no one ever has free will, as well as views which claim that we have insufficient reason to believe that anyone ever has any free will. For instance, hard determinism is such a sceptical view, because it maintains that no one has free will. So is hard incompatibilism, namely the view that no one has free will, either because determinism is true, or because a kind of indeterminism is true, and that kind of indeterminism is incompatible with free will (Pereboom, 1995; 2001).

For my purposes, the important point is that free will scepticism is closely associated to moral responsibility scepticism. Moral responsibility scepticism is the view that we have insufficient reason to believe that anyone is ever morally responsible, or more simply the view that no one is ever morally responsible (Strawson, 1994; Levy, 2011: 103-106, Levy, 2014: 109-126, Pereboom, 2001: 120–22). Within the definition of free will that associates it with the kind of control necessary for moral responsibility, the link between free will and moral responsibility scepticism is clear. Throughout the work presented in this dissertation, I assume that free will scepticism entails moral responsibility scepticism.

Sceptical worries feature prominently in articles 2 and 3. In article 2, I argue that because of epistemic limitations inherent to all of us, we function in an environment of subjective uncertainty and limited access to information, even concerning one’s own mental states and decision-making. Within this environment and regardless of the nature of the universe, our decisions are subject to a kind of luck. The existence of this kind of luck raises sceptical worries about whether we have free will in the first place. In article 3, I focus on a different sceptical challenge, which calls into question whether people are morally responsible for their actions and their consequences. I argue against this sceptical worry by arguing that our actions are best described as on-going processes of many shots whose task is to bring the uncertainty of the world under some degree of control.
Control

Control is an important concept in the free will and moral responsibility literature, and so it is for my own work. We already have a definition free will as whatever kind of control is necessary for moral responsibility. That definition points to the centrality of the notion of control. By and large, the reason we care about free will in the first place is because it is required for moral responsibility. In free will, we look for a way to justify the practice of holding each other responsible. In turn, moral responsibility is more often than not spelled out in terms of control. Therefore, deciding exactly what kind of control is relevant for one to be blameworthy or praiseworthy, and explaining why and how this sort of control is within the range of human capacities, is an important task.

It is not the purpose of this theoretical overview to discuss the conditions of moral responsibility in detail. In short, however, there have been historically two such conditions. Aristotle expresses them in negative terms, speaking of force and ignorance as the two fundamental excusing conditions (Aristotle, 1985: 1109b30-1111b5). In positive terms, force is often expressed in terms of freedom, and ignorance in terms of fulfilling some epistemic requirement (Fischer & Ravizza, 1998; Ginet, 2000; Mele, 2010). While not universally accepted (see Björnsson, 2017), the freedom condition on the one hand, and the epistemic condition on the other, are commonly accepted as the two necessary conditions for moral responsibility. Control is typically identified with the freedom condition. While interesting, I do not discuss the epistemic condition in depth in the work presented in this dissertation (for an in-depth discussion see Wieland & Robichaud, 2017). For now, it suffices to say that control is a necessary but not sufficient condition for moral responsibility.

However, both the control condition and the concept of control in general are highly contested. Some philosophers have argued that if determinism is true, the control condition is in fact impossible to satisfy (Strawson, 1986; Kane, 1995; Pereboom, 1995). Others have recently argued that control is in fact not a necessary condition for moral responsibility (Smith, 2008, 2015; Talbert, 2019). More broadly, even if one accepts control as necessary for being blameworthy and praiseworthy, there is little agreement as to what exactly control means. Within philosophy, there are different ways to decide what kind of control is relevant, and I discuss these ways in the remainder of this section. On a different note, in cognitive psychology, control is traditionally understood as the ability to pursue our goals when confronted with habitual or otherwise compelling behaviours (Cohen, 2017). So, in the empirical sciences that study cognition, control is discussed in
contrast to automatic or habitual behaviours, and it is typically understood as a limited cognitive capacity that is generally relatively slow and subject to interference by automatic processes (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Posner & Snyder, 2004). My work attempts to bridge this gap between the control in philosophy and control as it is often understood in cognitive psychology. Establishing commonalities between different approaches to the notion is the first step in proposing a psychologically realisable and philosophically relevant notion of control.

Control and Alternate Possibilities

Perhaps the most common way to spell out the relevant kind of control for moral responsibility is in terms of an ability to do otherwise. This strategy, while common, comes with its own set of problems. More specifically, it brings into view the differences between compatibilism and incompatibilism. Traditionally, the debate on the ability to do otherwise is used to force a choice between the two positions. My strategy, both in this theoretical overview and in the articles that follow, is quite different. Instead of taking a stance on the exact structure of the right kind of control, I carve out the few similarities that a notion of control has for both compatibilists and incompatibilists. Once salient, these similarities indicate that the relevant notion of control is inextricably agent-related, and that it should be realisable by human psychology.

To find support for this set of minimal conditions, one first needs to examine the conceptual origins of the disagreement on control. Compatibilists and incompatibilists largely agree that some kind of control is necessary for moral responsibility. However, they disagree on what control means exactly. Invariably, this relates to a disagreement around the ability to do otherwise. On the incompatibilist side, most accept some version of the consequence argument (Wiggins, 1973; Lamb 1977; Ginet, 1980; 1996; van Inwagen, 1975; 1983). Consider the following formulation, which approximates van Inwagen’s (1983) argument:

1. It is not up to us to change the events of the past or the laws of nature.
2. The events of the past and the laws of nature entail every fact of the future. (i.e., determinism is true).
3. Therefore, the future is not up to us.

The consequence argument assumes the truth of determinism, and then goes on to argue that if determinism is true, the future is not up to us. For the incompatibilist, the argument captures
something rudimentary about any correct account of free will: the existence of alternate possibilities. A free and morally responsible agent should have options open at the moment of choosing or deciding. If every fact of the future is already decided, there are no options, and therefore, no free will to be had. This is the first and most straightforward way in which the consequence argument draws a dividing line between compatibilism and incompatibilism. Compatibilism maintains that free will is compatible with determinism. If the truth of determinism excludes the possibility of free will, compatibilism must be wrong. The requirement for alternate possibilities is captured by the following principle:

The Principle of Alternate Possibilities (PAP): A person is morally responsible for her act only if she could have done otherwise than she does (Frankfurt, 1969).

Free will requires a capacity for control, an ability to conform the world to our desires, to influence the way things turn out. Being able to do otherwise seems to be part and parcel of the relevant capacity for control. However, compatibilists and incompatibilists disagree on what the ability to do otherwise means exactly. One can trace the origins of compatibilist conditional analysis back to Hume (Hume, 1955: 104; for a discussion see Russell, 1995) A somewhat more contemporary version suggests that an agent could have done otherwise, if it is true that, had she chosen to do otherwise, then she would have done otherwise (Moore, 1912).

The incompatibilist would find that hard to accept, since the ability to do otherwise requires alternate possibilities for the agent right now (while keeping the actual past and the laws of nature fixed). At this point, the distance between the two views seems hard to bridge. The incompatibilist will insist on demanding something that the compatibilist cannot provide, namely that I, now, given all the facts about the world and my psychological structure, can do differently from what I do. Because of the consequence argument, this ability is undermined by the truth of determinism. If determinism is true, no one can ever do otherwise and therefore, no one ever has access to alternate possibilities.

Frankfurt Cases

A common way for compatibilists to argue against the conclusion of the consequence argument is to question whether the principle of alternate possibilities is in fact credible. The most familiar such account comes from Harry Frankfurt, who demonstrated that it is possible to think of cases of
secretive coercion where an agent does not have alternate possibilities, and yet, that agent is morally responsible. Consider the following case, typically referred to as a *Frankfurt case*:

*Frankfurt Case*: “Suppose someone – Black, let us say – wants Jones to perform a certain action. Black is prepared to go to considerable lengths to get his way, but he prefers to avoid showing his hand unnecessarily. So, he waits until Jones is about to make up his mind what to do, and he does nothing unless it is clear to him (Black is an excellent judge of such things) that Jones is going to decide to do something other than what he wants him to do. If it does become clear that Jones is going to decide to do something else, Black takes effective steps to ensure that Jones decides to do, and that he does do, what he wants him to do. Whatever Jones's initial preferences and inclinations, then, Black will have his way”. (Frankfurt, 1969: 835)

It is not important how Black ensures that Jones will do what he wants him to do. Perhaps he is a malicious neuroscientist who has implanted a device in Jones’ brain, or something else to that effect. The point is that Jones has no alternate possibilities: he can only do what Black wants him to do. And yet, if the device is never triggered and Jones makes up his mind on his own and does what Black wanted him to do all along, he seems morally responsible for doing so.

For my purposes, it is also not important that Frankfurt-style cases are counterexamples to PAP. What is important is that because of such cases, one can remain open to the question of whether alternate possibilities are necessary for moral responsibility, and consequently for control. That means that we can discuss the conditions for moral responsibility independently of the consequence argument. Since my aim is to spell out minimal conditions for control that both compatibilists and incompatibilists can accept, I can remain agnostic as to whether the relevant notion of control requires alternate possibilities or not.

**New Compatibilism and Control**

More recently, compatibilists have argued that free will and the relevant notion of control is not captured by the incompatibilist ability to do otherwise in the first place, in what has been dubbed *new compatibilism* (Russell, 2002). For instance, Dennett claims that the kind of freedom we should want and care about does not require a general ability to do otherwise (Dennett, 1984: 2). Rather, it involves a more restricted and focused capacity for self-control (ibid.: 52). Arguably the most
influential and refined such account is that of guidance control (Fischer and Ravizza, 2000). Guidance control refers to a capacity that humans have, enabled by a reasons-responsive mechanism. That mechanism needs to fulfil two criteria:

1. Regularly receptive to reasons, some of which are moral reasons;
2. At least weakly reactive to reasons (but not necessarily moral reasons).

For Fischer and Ravizza, guidance control is all the control an agent needs to be morally responsible, and it does not require an ability to do otherwise. What it requires is that the actual causal sequence leading up to the action displays a modal property such that, under different circumstances, the agent’s moderately reasons-responsive mechanism would have reacted to relevant reasons. So, while guidance control involves a certain counterfactual capacity, it does not require an ability to do otherwise, only a certain counterfactual sensitivity to reasons.

Because it is a compatibilist notion, guidance control attempts to explain how moral responsibility is compatible with the truth of determinism. It does so in the following way. Even if determinism is true and the agent couldn’t have done otherwise, her moderately reasons-responsive mechanism provides a degree of counterfactual sensitivity to reasons. That sensitivity is enough for guidance control, which in turn is all the control one needs to be morally responsible. An agent with guidance control is morally responsible, even if she couldn’t have done otherwise. So, guidance control does not explain how the agent could have done otherwise in the actual sequence. Rather, it is a compatibilist account of the agent’s ability to act because she chose to act.

Rounding up the discussion of the different conceptualisation of control and alternate possibilities. It is not my aim to settle the debate. However, what emerges from the discussion so far is that the relevant notion of control should be recognisable in discussions of free will and moral responsibility. Apart from that, control should be referring to a set of capacities that can be realised by human psychology. To understand what sorts of capacities those may be, we need to turn to philosophy of action, and consider the importance of agenthood and agentive contribution. Some notion of agenthood is important for theories of action. But agenthood is also what binds together control in philosophical discussions about moral responsibility on the one hand, and psychological accounts of control of action on the other.
Agenthood and Action

It is often said that the task of philosophy of action is to distinguish between “what an agent does and what merely happens to him” (Frankfurt, 1978: 157). But, while making that distinction lies at the heart of any theory of action, the line between action and non-action is far from clear. Causal theories attempt to explain the difference between action and non-action by focusing on causal histories. If an event has the right causal history, it counts as an action. If not, then the event is a mere happening. However, a closer look into what are necessary or sufficient conditions for events to count as actions shows that the distinction is hard to pin down.

Consider the difference between saying that “A happened” and saying that “Smith did A”. Suppose Smith decides to kill the mayor by shooting him with a gun. But having never committed homicide before, when Smith takes out the gun he starts sweating incessantly, his finger slips on the trigger and the bullet ends up killing the mayor. This is a typical case of a deviant causal chain, and it readily demonstrates why it may be wrong to describe something as an action, even if it aligns with the agents desires or intentions.

Some philosophers have thought that cases of deviant causal chains point to a distinction between events that are caused by other events and events that are caused by agents – that is, between event-causation and agent-causation. Event-causal accounts (for instance Ekstrom, 2000; also, Mele 1995; 1996) capture many people’s largely physicalist intuitions about causation and agency. Trouble appears, however, when one attempts to provide an event-causal account of human action. Many philosophers assume that mental events such as beliefs, desires, or intentions are no different from other events in the physical world. But if mental events have causal powers and cause action, and they are like other events, what is the difference between the agent’s actions and things that simply happen to the agent?

Agent-causal accounts (Chisholm, 1966; Clarke, 1993; O’Connor, 1996) attempt to tackle the problem by arguing that action is demarcated by a special kind of causation, namely agent-causation. An event counts as an action only if the event is attributable to the agent in a special way. Few philosophers are convinced by the metaphysics required by such accounts. For our purposes, it suffices to say that regardless of whether they succeed or not, agent-causal accounts recognise the centrality of agenthood in distinguishing actions from non-actions.
So, distinguishing between action and non-action is not always straightforward. One might be tempted to conclude that the event-causal account does not have the resources to make that distinction. So, some causal theories of action attempt to explain the special role of the agent by introducing agent-causation. There are good reasons for remaining sceptical about whether that strategy achieves its goal, but the important point is clear: Agent-causation is an attempt to fix a problem that confronts all causal accounts of action, namely distinguishing action from non-action. To make that distinction we need to posit the agent as part of the causal picture. Common intuitions point to agenthood being an integral part of any credible explanation of action.

In the context of the work presented in this dissertation two things are important: all causal theories should distinguish between action and non-action, and the line that separates them is not always clear. I have been working under the assumption that some causal account of action is the correct one. However, I do not engage in deciding which one is best. Rather, I am concerned with showing that the distinction between action and non-action is closely associated with agenthood, and that it can be spelled out in terms of the agent’s contribution. In article 1, Thor Grünbaum and I spell out control in terms of a contribution by the agent, before we propose an account of the capacity for control in terms of standing intentions as structuring causes of action. Tracking the agent’s contribution is a way to determine whether the agent has the right sort of control to be morally responsible.

Summing up the relevance of the debate on control. Standard forms of both compatibilist and incompatibilist accounts involve some notion of control. They may disagree on what control means exactly, but some kind of control is a requirement for moral responsibility. My contribution to the control debate can be captured in the following way: it begins with arguing that independently of one’s position in the free will debate, it is still important that control is realisable by human psychology. Then, it substantiates that claim by providing a plausible account of this sort of control. Finally, it concludes by defending the plausibility of our capacity for control against sceptical challenges, most prominently luck.
The third and final concept I want to discuss in this theoretical overview is luck. In philosophy, luck is usually associated with ethics (moral luck), epistemology (epistemic luck), and political philosophy (just dessert). For the purposes of this dissertation, I am primarily interested in moral luck. Moral luck is the version of luck which affects an agent’s blameworthiness and praiseworthiness. Articles 2 and 3 are dealing with different luck-related challenges to theories of free will and moral responsibility. On a secondary note, article 2 also engages with the discussion on epistemic luck. However, my focus is squarely on luck that appears to influence moral responsibility.

Luck is an elusive concept to define. Many define it in relation to control, more specifically lack of control (Nagel, 1979: 26; Williams, 1981: 22; for a recent review see Lang, 2021: 1-25). According to this view, luck refers to factors that are beyond one’s control. Others claim that luck involves chanciness (see Latus, 2003), in that the occurrence of a lucky event is indeterminate, or an accident. Yet others focus on the fact that lucky events should be significant to the agent. For instance, the modal account of luck involves only two conditions, chanciness, and significance (Pritchard, 2005). Prichard’s modal account of luck has been influential in epistemology. But arguably the most common way to define the general notion of luck is to associate lucky events with lack of control and significance, often dropping the chanciness condition altogether (for instance Levy, 2011: 36). While the debate on the general notion of luck is interesting, in the moral responsibility literature luck is tied to lack of control. So, throughout this dissertation, the sort of luck I am interested in is moral luck.

Moral luck

Traditionally, introductions to moral luck begin with Nagel’s (1979: 24-38) taxonomy, which include four distinct kinds of moral luck. The first of these is resultant or outcome luck. Resultant luck refers to luck in the way things turn out, and it is arguably the most commonly discussed kind of moral luck in the literature. I spend the first half of article 3 discussing resultant luck and the challenge it poses to theories of moral responsibility. Another type of moral luck is circumstantial luck, which is luck in the morally significant circumstances an agent encounters. Constitutive luck is luck in the way one is constituted and may refer among other things to a person’s character, natural dispositions, or traits. Finally, causal luck refers to “how one is determined by antecedent
circumstances” (Nagel 1979: 28). Causal luck closely resembles the implications of the truth of determinism.

Moral luck exposes an apparent conflict between our deeply held views about morality and the way things actually happen in the world. On the one hand, there seems to be a natural intuition that people are not blameworthy or praiseworthy for what is not up to them. As Nagel puts it: “Prior to reflection it is intuitively plausible that people cannot be morally assessed for what is not their fault” (Nagel. 1979: 25). This, as we have seen, is corroborated by most prominent theories of moral responsibility, in the form of the control condition. So, if the lack of control account of luck is correct, and if moral responsibility requires control, luck should not affect how blameworthy or praiseworthy an agent is. However, cases where that happens seem to be plentiful. Consider the following conspicuous case of apparent moral luck:

*Drunk driving:* Two drivers willingly and freely decide to drink and then drive. Everything about the two drivers and the external world is identical, except one fact: one drives home safely while the other, by stroke of luck alone, runs over and kills a pedestrian. Had the pedestrian walked off the pavement a moment sooner or later, she would not have been run over, and the second driver would have driven home safely, same as the first one.

Different versions of essentially the same case have been a staple of the moral luck debate at least since Nagel’s seminal essay. Now consider what drunk driving demonstrates. Both drivers are blameworthy for willingly and freely drinking and then driving. The second driver, though, also seems blameworthy for running over and killing the pedestrian. However, since the two drivers differ in nothing right up to the moment of the crash, the only difference between them seems to be a matter of luck. So, in a case like drunk driving luck seems to make a morally significant difference between the two drivers. Such cases demonstrate that moral luck exists.

As any challenges to theories of moral responsibility, the existence of moral luck invites a reaction. Broadly and simplifying somewhat, one can distinguish two camps. In the first, we find those who think that moral luck can sometimes influence the blameworthiness of agents (Hartman, 2017; Lang, 2021). Such accounts admit that factors beyond the agent’s control may influence her degree of moral responsibility. In the second camp, we find people who maintain that luck should not -or rather, does not- influence how blameworthy or praiseworthy one is. Arguably, this is the
majority view, even though it takes comes in many shades (Zimmermann, 1987; 2002; Thomson, 1989; Latus, 2000; Khoury, 2018). I discuss the differences between the different accounts, and the potential each of them shows, in article 3. What is important to convey here is that to defend the claim that one is not blameworthy for what is beyond one’s control involves explaining away the apparent influence of lucky factors on one’s moral responsibility. If the influence of such lucky factors is mere appearance, luck can be explained away. If it is more than mere appearance, then those factors are morally significant, and agents are sometimes morally responsible for what is beyond their control.

So, there are fundamentally two ways to react to apparent cases of moral luck. One can either accept that moral luck makes a difference to blameworthiness or resist that conclusion and attempt to explain away the apparent influence of luck. For the work presented in this dissertation, I take the second route. Before moving on, however, I want to briefly consider what taking the first route may implicate. Suppose that one can be morally responsible for lucky events. This opens a discussion of a wealth ethical and metaethical issues. For instance, one may adopt an externalist view to moral practice, and look to the reactive attitudes as the means to determine what moral responsibility means. This sort of externalism can possibly be justified by a more consequentialist approach to blame and praise. Perhaps the second driver is more blameworthy because of forward-looking consequentialist reasons, i.e., we blame them more, so they serve a warning to future drivers. While compelling, such discussions are clearly beyond the scope of the present work.

Summing up, moral luck poses a serious challenge to the majority of moral responsibility theories. If control is a necessary condition for moral responsibility, one cannot be responsible for what is beyond one’s control. Luck, in the general notion discussed above, consists of factors that are beyond one’s control. Moral luck, more specifically, consists of factors beyond one’s control that appear to make a morally significant difference. This is the essence of the conflict that moral luck raises. How can luck-related factors make a morally significant difference to one’s moral responsibility, if they are beyond one’s control? Either control is not in fact a necessary condition for moral responsibility, or luck-related factors do not make a morally significant difference, they just appear to be.

Both articles 2 and 3 are concentrated of different versions of the problem of luck. Article 2 spells out the basic structure of the challenge to my position in terms of mental luck. The article begins with a discussion of the worry about present luck (Mele, 2008: 58). While initially aimed at
libertarian theories of free will, I argue that a version of the worry about present luck, *mental luck*, may generalise beyond libertarianism. Once one adopts an agent-centred framework of action, within subjective uncertainty and limited information from the agent’s perspective, certain worries one might have about luck in an indeterministic world might be inherited by all agents, independently of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic.

In article 3, I turn to one of the original kinds of moral luck, resultant luck. After close examination of apparent cases of resultant moral luck, I argue that, that far from being representative of ordinary action, such cases are underpinned by a problematic event ontology and thus, they are not representative of the structure of action as a whole. In response, my proposal allows agents to be responsible for actions and their consequences. Armed with an alternative ontology of action and a plausible, probabilistic cognitive architecture, I argue that the mind has evolved ways to control action in this uncertain environment. Our capacity to handle and minimise uncertainty holds some hope for a philosophically relevant and psychologically plausible account of morally responsible action. While this argument does not resist the challenge from resultant moral luck in its entirety, it does significantly diminish its force.

**Methodology**

Generally, my methodological approach is naturalistic. It adopts the view that philosophy should engage with empirical science. In the following section I discuss two specific methodological considerations which have guided my work. These are *reflective equilibrium* and *ought-implies-can*. The principle of reflective equilibrium has facilitated the process of justifying some of the claims presented in the three articles that follow. The principle of ought-implies-can has provided a guiding methodological principle which underscores the entirety of my proposal. Together, they have functioned as a sort of methodological compass. Before I say a bit more about how these methodological approaches have informed my work, I should introduce each of them.

A prominent method of moral justification, *reflective equilibrium* is commonly associated with moral and political philosophy and the work of John Rawls. However, though the term was introduced by Rawls (1971), the method has been around for much longer. Furthermore, reflective equilibrium is not limited to moral or political questions and can in principle be applicable to other areas of philosophy. I apply the methodology of reflective equilibrium in philosophy of mind and
action, in order to investigate whether there is reason to justify our belief that humans have the sort of free will that makes them morally responsible agents.

Reflective equilibrium suggests that it is possible to justify some of our beliefs by reaching a state of coherence between them. Incoherent beliefs are anathema in philosophy, and therefore, holding beliefs that do not contradict each other is a natural aim. That said, the best way to reach such a state of belief coherence is more debatable. According to reflective equilibrium, the required coherence involves striking a balance between three distinct elements that inform our judgements: First, common intuitions. For instance, we might have a strong natural intuition that some people act freely some of the time. Second, empirical evidence or background knowledge, such as widely accepted psychological frameworks about control, decision-making, or expected value. Third, theories about the world, including philosophical accounts of free will and moral responsibility.

As my general focus has been defending the view that people can realise the sort of freedom required for moral responsibility independently of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic, reflective equilibrium has featured heavily in justifying such a view. Specifically, it has been important to strive for a justificatory balance between intuition and theory. On the one hand, we do not want to rely too much on intuitions about what it means to be free and morally responsible. Such reliance might lead us to reject long-standing and cogent philosophical theories or compelling empirical data from psychology or neuroscience. On the other hand, it is important that our best theories about human thought and action are not contradicting strong natural intuitions about these matters. That would require rejecting beliefs and social practices which are part and parcel of being human. Striving to reach a state of reflective equilibrium between intuitions, empirical evidence, and theories allows us to create a set of coherent beliefs.

Now moving to the principle of *ought-implies-can*. Commonly associated with Kant (Kant, 1998; Stern, 2004), ought-implies-can is often regarded a minimal condition of justification for any moral theory. The principle expresses the idea that to be required to do something implies being able to do it. For instance, one can have a moral obligation to perform some action only if one is able to perform such action. It is a matter of some debate exactly what the *can* in ought-implies-can may mean, but in the most innocent interpretation, it refers to something being physically possible for an agent to carry out.
For purposes of the arguments presented in this work, ought-implies-can is an underlying methodological criterion of plausibility for any account of free and morally responsible action. In my view, there is an ought-implies-can relationship between philosophical theories of moral responsibility and the actual cognitive abilities of ordinary humans. For instance, if an agent is morally responsible if and only if she has a certain degree of control, then she should be able to realise such control. And if psychology can provide explanations about the cognitive capacities of humans, then psychology should be able to provide an explanation of the capacity for the sort of control that is necessary to be morally responsible. Ought-implies-can suggests that whatever the conditions of free and morally responsible action end up being, they should be realisable by human psychology.

In article 1, Thor Grünbaum and I make use of both methodological tools in order to argue for a mechanistic, psychologically realisable explanation of the capacity for cognitive control, in which the agent has an important contribution to make. In line with the principle of ought-implies-can, we argue that if control is necessary for moral responsibility and humans are in fact morally responsible, then we should be psychologically capable of realising such responsibility-level control. In our attempt to provide such a mechanistic account of responsibility-level control, we strive for a reflective equilibrium between prominent theories of action, natural intuitions about moral responsibility, and influential paradigms from cognitive psychology.

Ought-implies-can also features in article 2. Article 2 raises a worry against the common-sense view that luck should not affect the blameworthiness of agents and the evidence to the contrary. Luck may cause the outcome of a decision to be different without the agent doing anything differently, and because of epistemic limitations that we all face, all the time. This worry suggests that any decision may be prone to luck, and therefore, people do not fulfil the requirements for moral responsibility. If we are unable to ensure that a decision is immune from luck, we cannot justifiably hold a person responsible for it.

Finally, in article 3, I make use of both methodological tools to argue for an ontology of action which minimises our exposure to the negative effects of resultant moral luck. Attempting to reach a reflective equilibrium between the natural intuition that people should not be more blameworthy for things that are beyond their control and the influential view that actions are event-like completed particulars, I end up adopting an alternative process ontology. According to it, actions are ongoing processes of goal-directed behaviour that can be described as a many-shots process. My claim is
bolstered by a plausible cognitive framework which centres around error minimisation as the primary task of the mind. If correct, this proposal allows action to be understood as a process where luck is not a failure, but an error to be minimised. Most importantly, it suggests that people can be expected to satisfy the conditions for moral responsibility, within our limited perspective of the world.

**Article Outline**

This dissertation consists of three independent but closely interrelated articles. All three of them deal with current issues in the debate about free will, action, and moral responsibility. One way to approach the three articles would be to say that the first one is concerned with control, while the latter two with luck. While accurate, such a description would miss the deep connections between the issues raised in each article, and the common narrative about freedom in the face of uncertainty which emerges once they are combined into one thesis. In what follows, I briefly outline each of the articles, before I integrate them into a common narrative thread.

**Article 1**

In the first article, Thor Grünbaum and I begin from a common assumption, namely that some kind of control is necessary for moral responsibility. For that assumption to be justified, humans should be psychologically capable of realising this kind of control. We provide a positive account which integrates philosophical theories of moral responsibility and action with a cognitive psychological explanation of the mechanisms that realise the capacity for cognitive control. This article is a contribution to the growing literature which brings philosophy of free will and moral responsibility, philosophy of action, and philosophy of psychology together with the cognitive science of control (see Shepherd, 2014, 2015, 2016; Buehler, 2019, 2021; Murray & Vargas, 2020).

The article begins by spelling out the relevant kind of control that is necessary for moral responsibility. We call this responsibility-level control, in contrast to other notions of control used in philosophy and the cognitive sciences. One way to determine whether an agent has responsibility-level control is to track her agentive contribution to an action. Thus, a good explanation of responsibility-level control should leave space for a contribution by the agent. However, the nature of psychological explanations motivates a form of scepticism about the psychological plausibility of responsibility-level control. Typically, psychological explanations by
functional decomposition explain a capacity by breaking it down into smaller parts, often low-level mechanisms. Such explanations leave no space for a significant contribution by the agent because the agent cannot be identified with any of these mechanisms. The absence from the psychological explanation of a contribution by the agent would suggest that responsibility-level control is not within the range of human psychology. Such a prospect invites scepticism about whether people are morally responsible in the first place (Levy, 2011: 103-106, Levy, 2014: 109-126, Pereboom, 2006: 120–22).

Finally, we offer a reply to the challenge. Integrating prominent psychological models of cognitive control with recent philosophical interpretations of such models, we propose an account of standing intentions as structuring causes of action. We locate the agent’s contribution in certain higher-order mental states which play the role of biasing attention and determining values of cognitive control. Our proposal allows for the agent to have a significant contribution in bringing something about.

Our explanation of responsibility-level control in terms of standing intentions as structuring causes of action strikes a reflective equilibrium between our best psychological evidence on the one hand, and prominent philosophical theories on free will and moral responsibility on the other. Furthermore, this article makes a first step in turning the focus on to the agent. In our view, the relevant sort of control is associated with a contribution by the agent. Thus conceived, control is inextricably agent related. The article is a first step towards arguing that whatever the conditions for moral responsibility end up being, they are inseparable from the psychological and epistemic constraints of the agent.

Article 2

Article 2 shifts the focus to the problem of luck. Luck has long been a thorny issue for theories of free will, moral responsibility, and most accounts of action. Historically, there is a common view that moral practice should be immune to luck (see Kant, 1784 [1998]; Nagel, 1979; Williams, 1981). This view captures the natural idea that good or bad luck should not affect how blameworthy or praiseworthy an agent is. Decisions that are a matter of luck typically do not fulfil the conditions for moral responsibility. Here, I argue that given certain epistemic constraints that ordinary agents face, any decision may be prone to a certain kind of luck which I call mental luck. The existence of mental luck has serious implications for prominent theories of moral responsibility.
I begin by presenting a version of the luck problem called present luck (Mele, 2008). While it was meant as a challenge primarily for libertarian theories of free will, I introduce a proposal which generalises present luck beyond libertarianism. This epistemic version of the problem of luck, which I call mental luck, affects all agents regardless of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic. Mental luck suggests that because of our limited epistemic perspective of the world, we make decisions under conditions of subjective uncertainty. Thus, it is possible for an agent to make different decisions, while her accessible mental states remain identical. Such mentally lucky decisions are not determined by the agent’s accessible practical attitudes.

Finally, I consider how mental luck affects theories of moral responsibility. Most theories associate the agent’s moral responsibility with her practical attitudes and with the outcome of her decisions. Mentally lucky decisions do not fulfil this condition. Therefore, decisions under the influence of mental luck are not free and morally responsible. Importantly though, because of our limited epistemic perspective, any decision may be prone to mental luck. This conclusion poses a serious challenge to prominent theories of moral responsibility, and points to a dilemma about the centrality of conscious awareness for the purposes of moral assessment.

Article 2 builds on the argument made in the first one, namely that the contribution of the agent is an integral part of the sort of control that is necessary for moral responsibility. Having turned the focus on the capacities, constraints, and perspective of the agent, we are now faced with the problem of luck. Regardless of the objective nature of the universe, we all act and decide in conditions of relative uncertainty. One way to understand the implications of this predicament is through the worry about mental luck.

Article 3

In the final paper that forms part of this dissertation, I defend the claim that people can be morally responsible for actions and their consequences. To do that, I turn again to the issue of luck, more specifically resultant moral luck. Common cases of resultant moral luck apparently demonstrate that luck can affect the outcome of an action. In such cases, an agent may be less or more blameworthy because of factors outside her control. Thus, resultant moral luck poses a challenge to most theories of moral responsibility, which maintain that factors beyond the agents’ control — such as luck — should not affect the moral evaluation of agents.
Cases of resultant moral luck push us into an unattractive dilemma between internalism (i.e., Khoury, 2018), which would suggest that people are only morally responsible for their mental willings, and scepticism (Levy, 2011). However, I argue that the force of resultant moral luck cases rests upon a rarely explicit assumption, namely that actions are events. I spell out this event ontology of action and consider why it is not the best way to capture ordinary actions. I move on to discuss an alternative ontology of action, which departs from the structure of one-shot events towards describing action as ongoing goal-directed process with a many-shots structure. Described under the alternative ontology, prominent cases of resultant moral luck appear as special cases, and thus no longer representative of ordinary action. The force of the challenge by resultant moral luck is diminished, and so is the credibility it provides to the view that people are not morally responsible for their actions.

In the final part of article 3, I turn to predictive coding as a plausible, naturalistic proposal for human cognition. I argue that predictive coding is consistent with the many-shots structure of action. Within a cognitive framework primarily engaged in error minimisation, errors are not necessarily failures, but rather ordinary parts of the process of action. Predictive coding provides a realistic proposal that is consistent with the process ontology of action. Thus, it provides support to the claim that cases of resultant moral luck do not show that people are not morally responsible for their actions or their consequences.

While it may seem counterintuitive at first, this last article presents the positive account of the dissertation. With the capacities and limitations of the psychological agent in given the primacy they deserve; we realise that we are limited by our perspectival view of the world. For instance, we are bound by luck, and this challenges our notion of moral responsibility. However, there is reason to think that ordinary action approximates an ongoing, many-shots process of constant error minimisation. And this seems to be consistent with a cognitive framework whose very purpose is to manage errors, luck, and uncertainty.
A Common Narrative

One of the core components of my work is the idea that agents operate within an environment of limited information and subjective uncertainty. This predicament turns decision-making and action into a game of probabilities. With limited information at hand, and a limited capacity for control, one is significantly restricted. Traditionally, we have been thinking of action as deciding, then doing. Perhaps a more realistic approximation is guessing, then trying, then trying again. There are important issues with moral responsibility in a probabilistic setting, even if it is probabilistic only from the perspective of the agent. In fact, this is the overarching theme of my dissertation: How is the type of control necessary for moral responsibility possible in a probabilistic setting of subjective uncertainty and limited information? The first step in answering that is establishing the importance of the agent contributing to an action, which is the focus of the first article.

Next, one needs to establish that the answer will not depend on whether the universe is deterministic or not. Because of epistemic and psychological limitations, our decisions involve a degree of subjective uncertainty, such that the truth of determinism does not matter. That is the starting point of the second paper. What does this predicament mean for the agent? I arrive at the worry about mental luck, which suggests that agents may end up in different decision outcomes, while having the same reflectively available mental states. From the limited perspective of the agent, even the inner sanctum of decision-making is prone to some form of luck. The worry poses a challenge for most theories of moral responsibility. Does that mean that moral responsibility is impossible? Not necessarily, because it presupposes a specific idea about what actions are.

That is the starting point of the third and final article. Here, I consider another kind of luck which influences the outcome of actions, namely resultant luck. Cases of resultant luck depend on conceiving of actions as events. Instead, I argue that ordinary action is best understood as a many-shots process. Given the epistemic outlook of agents in the world, even if the universe is deterministic, it is credible that control would have evolved in such a way that agents can exercise it within a context of uncertainty. One way to understand that is to think of actions as something that progressively grows over time. Within this ontology, human thought and action can fit into a probabilistic cognitive framework, where the primary task of the mind is to minimise errors. The proposal suggests that our cognitive capacities exist to enable us to exercise control over an environment of uncertainty and limited information, and to minimise the influence of luck on our actions.
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Abstract
Can humans exercise psychological control sufficient to realise the kind of control necessary for being morally responsible? The actual psychological control mechanisms involved in thought and action are described by cognitive psychology and neuroscience. By contrast, the control necessary for moral responsibility is the object of common-sense moral psychology and philosophical reflection. This kind of responsibility-level control is challenged by the form of explanation in cognitive psychology: the form of functional-mechanistic explanations leaves no space for agency, as personal-level capacities are explained by sub-personal, non-agentive mechanisms. Since most prominent theories of moral responsibility require that people contribute agentively to their actions in order to be morally responsible, this challenge motivates scepticism about the possibility of moral responsibility. By integrating insights from psychological models of cognitive control and philosophy of action, we provide a way to think of the agent’s contribution in functional-mechanistic terms. We argue that a set of executive mechanisms that constitute an agent’s cognitive control of thought and action also realise responsibility-level control.

Section 1: Introduction
Control is commonly accepted as a necessary condition for moral responsibility. Are humans the sort of psychological creature that can realise the right kind of control? We attempt to answer this question by integrating philosophical accounts of moral responsibility and theories of action with a cognitive psychological explanation of the mechanisms that realise our capacity for cognitive control. Recent work has sought to bring together theories of moral responsibility, along with issues
in philosophical psychology of action, and the cognitive science of control (see for instance, Shepherd, 2014, 2015, 2016; Buehler, 2019, 2021; Murray & Vargas, 2020). Our paper is a contribution to this literature.

Psychology challenges theories of responsibility in at least two distinct general ways. First, some types of empirical results indicate that humans are not psychologically capable of realising the sort of control that is necessary for moral responsibility. For instance, results from Libet’s timing experiments challenge common intuitions about conscious choice (for a discussion of this form of challenge see Schlosser, 2013). Second, the nature of psychological explanations might motivate a form of scepticism about the possibility that humans can psychologically realise a capacity for this sort of control. This challenge flows from the very form of explanation by functional decomposition, rather than any particular set of surprising results. Here, we address the second challenge.

Scepticism about the psychological realisability of control leads to scepticism about moral responsibility in general. The prospect that the right sort of control is not within the range of human psychological capacities invites a degree of doubt about whether we are morally responsible in the first place (Levy, 2011: 103-106, Levy, 2014: 109-126, Pereboom, 2001: 120–22). We aim to alleviate such sceptical worries, at least in part. We provide an explanation of control that is consistent with both our best psychological evidence and also with prominent philosophical theories on free will and moral responsibility.

We begin in Section 2 by describing the type of control that is often considered by both theories of moral responsibility and common sense to be necessary for attributions of blame and praise. We call this responsibility-level control, in contrast to other notions of control used in philosophy and the cognitive sciences. We spell out responsibility-level control in terms of agency. Specifically, we propose that at least one way to determine whether an agent has the right kind of control to be morally responsible is to track her agentive contribution to an action. While this is not the only way to understand responsibility-level control, it brings out an important feature of moral responsibility. How much an agent contributes to the bringing about of some event is central to the question of whether the agent has responsibility-level control of the event and, therefore, whether she is morally responsible for bringing about the event.
In Section 3, we consider a challenge to the idea that humans are psychologically capable of realizing responsibility-level control. The challenge is motivated by a common understanding of the nature of psychological explanations. According to this understanding, a functional or mechanistic explanation of the capacity for control leaves no space for the agent to have any significant contribution in causing something to happen. And since agentive contribution is partly constitutive of responsibility-level control, its absence from the psychological explanation would suggest that such control is unrealisable by human psychology.

In Section 4, we offer a possible reply to the challenge. By reviewing recent psychological models of cognitive control, as well as recent philosophical interpretations of these models, we propose an account of standing intentions as structuring causes of action. We argue that the agent’s contributions can be found in the role of higher-order mental states in biasing attention and setting values for parameters of cognitive control. Our proposal is consistent with the agent having some significant contribution in bringing something about. We finish the paper by discussing a number of potential objections, before we wrap things up in the conclusion.

Section 2: Responsibility-level Control and Agentive Contribution

If attributions of moral responsibility require responsibility-level control and we are morally responsible, we should be able to psychologically realise this sort of control. This is a central tenet of the paper. But before we can turn directly to the question of whether humans are the type of creatures that can psychologically realise such control, we need to explicate responsibility-level control further.

Responsibility-level control is often equated with the freedom condition (for instance in Mele, 2010). It is whatever kind of freedom is necessary for being morally responsible. Typically, an agent has responsibility-level control over X only if she can exercise certain kinds of freedoms over X. For instance, she may have the freedom to choose X, or the freedom to inhibit doing X, or the freedom to make X happen. Responsibility-level control refers to freedoms relevant for moral responsibility. In this section, we look into one aspect of responsibility-level control which we take to be independent of one’s metaphysical commitments concerning freedom. We focus on agency, and more specifically on the importance of the agent’s contribution to an action for the purposes of moral assessment.
Agency features in discussions of moral responsibility because it concerns the degree to which an agent is doing something. For the rest of the paper, we refer to the relevance of agency for the purposes of moral assessment as her *agentive contribution*. The central claim of this section is that the degree of an agent’s agentive contribution to the occurrence of an event or action is crucial in determining the degree to which the agent is morally responsible for her action. When the agent’s contribution with respect to the occurrence of some action or event approximates zero, so does the degree to which she is morally responsible for said action or event. First, the section argues that at least one central form of attribution of moral responsibility targets what we are calling the agent’s agentive contribution. Second, that the agent’s degree of moral responsibility for her action is related to her degree of agentive contribution.

One form of ascription of blame or praise concerns actions performed by an agent. The objects of this form of moral attribution are typically events an agent is actively bringing about. If such an event were the product of total coincidence, bad luck, or external force, the agent is no longer blameworthy or praiseworthy for its occurrence. Intuitively, people are responsible for what they do, not for what is merely happening to them. The degree to which an agent is doing something is her *agentive contribution*.

One way to understand agentive contribution is in terms of basic action. Consider the example of an agent intentionally flipping a light switch to alert her secret lover. What exactly is the agent’s basic action in this case? Different positions diverge on this point. First, some philosophers of action equate basic action with bodily movement. Davidson’s claim that “we never do more than move our bodies: the rest is up to nature” (Davidson, 2001: 59) is indicative of this position. Here the agent’s contribution lies in her moving her body intentionally, that is, moving her finger. Second, some theories individuate basic action with reference to the agent’s practical reasoning and skills (Enç, 2003: Ch. 2). According to this type of theory, what an agent basically does is whatever she can do without having to do something else intentionally in order to do it. Here the agent’s contribution might be her instrumental object-involving action. She flips the switch as a basic action (Grünauban, 2013). Third, some theories view agentive contribution as almost unrestricted. According to this view, the notion of basic action is incoherent (Lavin, 2013). Alerting her secret lover could be the agent’s genuine contribution (Ford, 2018). Fourth, some theories identify the agent’s real contribution with her guaranteed and failure-proof agency. According to this final type
of theory, all the agent can do is mentally try or will the action, and “the rest is up to nature” (Hornsby, 1980; for a discussion of volitionalism, see Grünbaum, 2008).

It is not important to our argument which of these accounts correctly locates the agent’s contribution to the bringing about of some event. For us, the important aspect is that when locating agentive contribution theorists are concerned with how much luck to tolerate. Assuming a causal account of action, an event is an agent’s action if it is caused in the right way by the right constellation of mental states. If the event is brought about by external forces or by luck, it does not satisfy that condition (Davidson, 2001: Essay 4; Mayr, 2015: Ch. 5). The further into the world we extend the agentive contribution, the less active guidance and control seem to be involved and the more vulnerable the process becomes to external forces and chance.

One does not need to accept a causal theory of action to be swayed by these considerations. Merely accepting that to act requires knowledge that one is acting might lead to adopting similar constraints. Locating the agent’s contribution depends on what the agent can know (Grünbaum, 2009; Mele & Moser, 1994). The more agentive contribution extends beyond the agent, the less plausible it seems that she knows what she is doing. Considerations like these have persuaded some theorists to move the extent of agency inwards in various steps, towards the mental life of the agent.

One’s theoretical understanding of agentive contribution and where it is located affects what one accepts as the legitimate object of moral appraisal. Concerns about failure and breakdown that move some theorists to restrict the scope of the agent’s agentive contribution to her bodily movements or her mental volitions are the same concerns that might move one to restrict the object of moral appraisal. Because these breakdowns are beyond the agent’s control, it seems natural to think that consequences which lie beyond the agent’s real contribution are prone to moral luck. If one rejects moral luck, one might limit the object of moral appraisal to the most minimal and failure-proof contribution of the agent (Khoury, 2018).

One can think of the whole spectrum of cases, from full-blooded agency to unreflective, habitual action as a matter of degrees of agentive contribution. Any decrease in agentive contribution corresponds to a decrease in responsibility-level control and moral responsibility. One common way to illustrate this point is via excusing conditions, namely factors that diminish the extent to which an agent is morally responsible. These are factors that typically attenuate the blameworthiness of an agent.
Typically, circumstances that may count as excusing conditions include performing an action as a result of being forced, manipulated, or unconscious. Imagine a person that ruminates for days in making a decision which issues in a simple but momentous act of signing her name (O’Shaughnessy, 2000: 101). As a fully reflective, full-blooded action where the agent is carefully considering all the morally and prudentially relevant reasons for signing her name, the agent is fully responsible for putting her name to the paper and for its morally relevant consequences. Now imagine variations on the case, where the agent signs her name because she has been tricked into having a number of false beliefs, because of external coercion (at gun point), because she has been hypnotised, or because another agent is stimulating her neural circuits. All are cases of diminished agentive contribution, where the agent is less than fully blameworthy or praiseworthy.

Cases like these drive a core intuition about being morally responsible, namely that it must involve some degree of contribution by the agent. When a person signs her name because she has been hypnotised, the agent’s contribution was merely allowing herself to be hypnotised by the malicious hypnotist. Granted, it was she who signed her name, but while under the hypnosis, we might think that her contribution to the movements of her body is reduced to that of an automaton, moving in all the ways for which the designer planned. It is precisely this lack of agentive contribution to the bodily act of signing that serves as an excusing condition. The less of a role an agent has in bringing about an action, the less morally responsible she seems to be.

Now to a potential objection. Do cases like these indicate that what we call agentive contribution is simply what philosophers of free will call ability to do otherwise? This depends on one’s metaphysical interpretation of the agent’s contribution. For some free will libertarians, the agent’s contribution should be understood in terms of an ability to do otherwise, an ability which is incompatible with determinism (see for instance Steward, 2012). However, we intend the notion of agentive contribution to be independent of these metaphysical discussions. Irrespective of one’s position on freedom of the will, moral responsibility concerns the actions of an agent.

The importance of excusing conditions for understanding the role of agentive contribution in moral assessment is further corroborated by the discussion on the difference between a willing and an unwilling addict (Frankfurt, 1971). Addict cases illustrate why responsibility-level control is connected to agentive contribution and why the latter may come in degrees.
Suppose two people are addicted to the same drug X. Both addicts have a first-order desire to take the drug, a direct implication of being addicted. Furthermore, they both habitually use X. Lastly, both have the capacity to engage in second-order thoughts about their use of X. So far, the two addicts are psychologically indistinguishable. But as Frankfurt (1971) has suggested, we identify with some beliefs and desires more than others. The willing addict has a second-order desire which endorses her first-order desire to take X. She endorses her addiction, while the unwilling addict repudiates it. Her second-order motives do not align with, but rather contradict her first-order desire to take X.

Does the difference in second-order motivation matter for how we assign moral blame to the two addicts? Frankfurt and others (for example Sripada, 2017) think it does. Unwilling addicts may be at least partly excused, because their second-order motives to refrain from their addiction are decoupled from their first-order desire to indulge. They are unable to align their behaviour with their second-order motives. But that second-order motive better reflects their true self, while the first-order desire is more in some way more alien to them.

To be sure, not everyone accepts Frankfurt’s hierarchy of motives as the correct marker of agency. As several philosophers have pointed out (for example Velleman, 1992; Watson, 1975) there is no reason to think that second-order motives cannot be alien to the agent, just like any other motive or desire. For our purposes, the outcome of this debate is not important. The two addicts illustrate a difference in the degree to which each of them contributes to an identical action. Endorsing her addiction, the willing addict is in some meaningful way contributing significantly more to her action than the unwilling one is. As a result of her higher degree of contribution to her actions, she seems to be more morally responsible. The more an agent contributes to her addiction (in this case by endorsing it), the more blameworthy one is. As agentive contribution decreases, so presumably does control, and one is more likely to be excused.

Before closing this section, let us mention a potential worry relating to agentive contribution as a yardstick for measuring the degree of responsibility-level control. We propose that degree of agentive contribution is related to degree of control, and, therefore, necessary for moral responsibility. But what if there are cases where agentive contribution and moral responsibility come apart? For instance, one could appeal to common examples in the moral responsibility literature, such as omissions, forgetting to perform an action, or various unconscious attitudes. Such cases seem to indicate that an agent can be morally assessed for something to which she has not
contributed agentively. Does that provide reason to think that agentive contribution and moral responsibility come apart? We think it does not. Our proposal is that the degree to which an agent contributes to something happening co-varies with her responsibility-level control. Cases such as the ones above are indeed challenges for control theories of moral responsibility, but for our purposes, the solution to these challenges is not important. Whatever strategy the control theorist would adopt to defend her position, that strategy would also be available to us. To the extent that a control-theorist can successfully respond by distinguishing between direct and indirect responsibility (Zimmermann, 1997; Nelkin & Rickless 2017; Mele 2020), or by grounding moral responsibility for omissions on agential capacities (for instance Clarke, 2014), we can avail ourselves to these strategies too.

Section 3: A Challenge to Agency

So far, we have argued that the sort of control that is necessary moral responsibility is related to the degree to which an agent is contributing to an action. Tracking the one’s contribution is one way to determine whether one has responsibility-level control. Relating responsibility-level control to this aspect of agency in our philosophical psychology of agency can help us address the question whether humans have the psychological capacity to realise responsibility-level control. If what we have argued so far is true, then humans realise responsibility-level control and can be morally responsible for their actions only if their actual psychology is such that they can make a real agentive contribution to their actions.

Any attempt to provide a psychological explanation of agentive contribution is faced with a challenge. Central to this challenge is a worry about the kind of explanations that psychology can provide. In its simplest form, the challenge suggests that once we have described the mechanisms that explain our psychological capacity for control, we have effectively explained away the agent’s contribution. In other words, it is part of the nature of any mechanistic psychological explanation to leave no space for agentive contribution. And since the latter is central to responsibility-level control, we end up at an uncomfortable position: our best explanations of how control is realised by human psychology cannot accommodate the sort of control that is commonly considered necessary for moral responsibility.
First, let us position the challenge we raise here in the literature. It is more limited in scope than familiar exclusion arguments, which challenge non-reductive physicalism by calling into question the causal power of irreducible mental states (Kim, 1998). Whereas the exclusion argument targets a metaphysical issue about mental causality, we are interested in the relationship between common intuitions (philosophical or otherwise) about psychological phenomena and scientific psychological accounts that explain the same phenomena. In contrast to Kim’s argument, the argument we have in mind does not assume that all physical effects have sufficient physical causes, or the completeness of physics. We are focusing on the more specific problem of integrating our common-sense psychological explanations of human action with scientific explanations of human action at various levels of an explanatory hierarchy (Bermúdez, 2004). The problem arises when the functional descriptions of common-sense psychology and scientific psychology do not align. Once we have completed the functional decomposition of the psychological capacities of interest, it might turn out that no components at the lower levels of the mechanism correspond to functional roles identified by common-sense psychology (Bermúdez, 2006; Stich, 1978). Motor control has often been the target of this kind of strategy. Once we descend the decompositional mechanistic hierarchy, intentions, practical reasoning, and rational control seem to disappear (Spencer, 2007; Uithol, Burnston, & Haselager, 2014; for discussion, see Grünbaum, 2012).

In its simplest form, the issue is this: our theories about the requirements of free and morally responsible action should interface with our best psychological accounts of action. If moral responsibility requires that the agent has a certain type of control over an action (one that we have specified in terms of making an agentive contribution), then that type of control should fit within a psychological account of action. If there is a deep conflict between the two forms of explanation, we should plausibly bet our money on the scientific form of explanation.

In motivating this challenge, we focus on psychological explanations that are mechanistic in nature. By mechanistic explanation we refer to a standard form of computational or functional explanation in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience (Cummins, 1983: Ch. 1). Scientific psychological explanations are mechanistic in the sense that they employ functional decomposition to explain some human trait, such as the capacity for cognitive control (Piccinini & Craver, 2011).

Consider a future complete scientific psychological explanation of human reasoning, decision-making and action. As Daniel Dennett and others have pointed out, any explanation of intelligent behaviour should refrain from explaining said behaviour in terms of intentionality or intelligence
(Dennett, 1975). Instead, we should opt for functional-mechanistic explanations, in which higher-order phenomena are explained in terms of lower-order entities and their activities. In scientific psychological explanations, higher-level behaviour is to be explained in terms of a lower-level mechanism (Craver, 2007). The entities and their activities in this mechanism should be explained by mechanisms at a yet lower level. At some level of explanation, descriptions of the entities and their activities would not employ psychological terms.

This is exactly where the challenge appears. Suppose we want to develop a psychological explanation for some intelligent behaviour that humans demonstrate, say their competence in the Wisconsin Card-Sorting Test (WCST) (Grant & Berg, 1948). WCST is a neuropsychological test that measures people’s ability to learn and act flexibly, in the face of changing patterns of reinforcement (Monchi et al., 2001). Participants are presented with cards, which must match without knowing the rules. What they do know is whether their last matching attempt was right or wrong. An explanation of what makes people good at the WCST cannot begin by postulating some “problem-solving module”. Rather, it would proceed by breaking the task into its constitutive cognitive sub-tasks. Perhaps one of them would be a visual discrimination module that identifies different card types. Another could be a short-term memory module that stores and retrieves information about which matchings are right and which are wrong.

One can suppose many such modules. But with a closer look, it becomes hard to refer back to the agent and her contribution, i.e., the person who is trying to get the matchings right every time. When providing a mechanistic explanation, we are looking for what kind of computation takes place at the lowest level we can explain functionally. As a result, we explain a person’s agentive contribution by suggesting that it is computed by a sub-personal mechanism.

If we explain behaviour by appeal to mechanisms found on the sub-personal level, how can we distinguish between what an agent does, and what merely happens to her? There may be certain functional differences between the different levels of mechanisms, but the lower we go, the less likely we are to identify whatever is going on with something the agent is doing. Somewhere in the process of providing an explanation we seem to lose the connection between the agent’s personal-level states and agentive contribution, and the mechanisms that realise the behaviour we try to explain. If whatever enables and causes people to make the correct matchings in the WCST takes place at the sub-personal level, then successful matching of two cards no longer seems to be something the agent is bringing about, because there is no space left for the agent to have a personal
contribution. Matchings are performed by people, and yet we end up with a form of explanation according to which matchings happen because of the interplay between a suite of components, of which the agent might have no knowledge.

Something inherent in this type of mechanistic psychological explanation seems to diminish the role of the agent and her agentive contribution. So, as the explanatory project is being realised, one might be less and less likely to identify the agent’s contribution with any part of the mechanism that explains an action. Since most work in cognitive psychology follows such a functional-mechanistic approach, we could end up with an explanation where the agent and her contribution are absent. In a way, the issue is simple: As we provide a scientific explanation by accounting for mechanisms further and further down, the agent is less and less part of that explanation.

All this can be summarised in the following argument. Call this the Argument from Mechanistic Explanation:

1. If mechanistic psychological explanations are true, personal agency is computed by non-agentive mechanisms.
2. If personal agency is computed by non-agentive mechanisms, then a person’s agentive contribution is explained by something other than an agent.
3. Therefore, if mechanistic psychological explanations are true, then a person’s agentive contribution is explained by something other than an agent.

If the conclusion is true, the agent is not making any real contribution. Her actions are explained by non-agentive computational mechanisms. As we have seen, there are good reasons to accept premise (1), namely that mechanistic explanations spell out higher-order personal choices and actions in terms of lower-level, sub-personal, non-agentive mechanisms. When it comes to an agent’s contribution in bringing something about, a mechanistic psychological explanation will spell it out in sub-personal, non-agentive terms.

Such an explanation will not satisfy those who think that being morally responsible requires a sort of control that allows for an agent to have a personal-level contribution. Responsibility-level control requires that something the agent is doing is making a difference. However, when we move down several levels, it becomes hard to see the agent doing anything at all. Therefore, the argument from mechanistic explanation suggests that responsibility-level control is unrealisable by human psychology.
One way to resist this claim is to show that there is no real conflict between a common-sense explanation according to which the agent is making an agentive contribution and a scientific form of mechanistic explanation. Responsibility-level control is related to the degree of the agent’s contribution to an action. At the same time, our best account of human psychology is mechanistic. Therefore, our mechanistic explanation of control should allow for the agent to make some degree of agentive contribution. In order to do that, one option is to deny premise (2) of the argument from mechanistic explanation, namely, that a person’s agentive contribution is explained by something other than an agent. Such an explanation should satisfy the requirements of both mechanistic psychological explanations and responsibility-level control. In Section 4 we provide the outline of such an account.

Section 4: Cognitive Control

We have discussed a challenge to the view that responsibility-level control is realised by actual human psychology. The challenge is captured by the argument from mechanistic explanation, which suggests that any mechanistic explanation of the psychological mechanisms that are supposed to realise responsibility-level control is inconsistent with the agent making a real agentive contribution. What is identified as agentive contribution by our common-sense psychological explanation is the product of multiple levels of psychological mechanisms, and the agent cannot be identified with any of them. Our aim in this section is to demonstrate that contemporary cognitive science of control provides the means of avoiding the conclusion of the argument from mechanistic explanation. Even when we focus on lower levels of computational explanation there is still an important role for the agent. In fact, a plausible contemporary scientific contender for a psychological explanation of cognitive control is consistent with the agent making a real contribution.

Our strategy is as follows. We begin by spelling out the agent’s contribution in terms of structuring causes of action. Then, we present a prominent scientific psychological model of control, which provides the foundation of our account. With the psychological account laid out, we provide a philosophical interpretation of the model that allows the agent’s standing intentions to function as causes of action. We elaborate on this interpretation further and argue why it allows the agent to make an agentive contribution, while still providing a mechanistic explanation of control.
Finally, we consider how our account fares against the argument from mechanistic explanation and how it aligns with common intuitions about moral responsibility.

Two clarificatory remarks are needed. First, note that the challenge to moral responsibility raised by the argument from mechanistic explanation rests on the assumption that the account of responsibility-level control is inconsistent with the psychological explanation of control (since on the best psychological account, we find no real agentive contribution). A plausible reply does not require that we fully spell out the mechanisms by which the agent plays a substantial role in action. Rather, we need to show only that a substantial role for agency is consistent with the psychological mechanisms that enable responsibility-level control. Second, the account needs to explain how the agent might play a role, and where in the process that role would be located. This last part is important because for any account to count as an alternative, it needs to do so in functional-mechanistic terms. Unless we can point to specific mechanisms that might enable the agent’s contribution and specific points in the process where that happens, the task is not complete.

Having set the stage, we can now more directly address the issue of the causal relationship between the agent’s mental life and her ability to contribute to and guide her actions. Consider Dretske’s distinction between two kinds of causes, *triggering* and *structuring* (Dretske, 1989). This is perhaps best illustrated by the example of a thermostat. When temperature drops below some threshold, the thermostat turns on the heating. The drop of temperature is a triggering cause for the thermostat to turn on. The event of a drop in temperature causes the turning on of the heating. However, the thermostat can only do this because someone in the past arranged it in a specific way. So, the structuring cause for the thermostat to turn the heating on at a specific temperature is the way it is designed and internally organised, not the drop in temperature itself.

While both types of causes are usually involved in action, structuring causes are of particular interest to our argument because they refer to the way the system is organised. In the thermostat case, the structuring cause refers to the physical set-up of the device. But in the case of human behaviour, that can be the mental (cognitive and conative) set-up of the agent. Mental organisation can provide structuring causes that regulate behaviour in ways that align with the agent’s other motives. In that sense, these mental structuring causes are akin to notions like *future-directed intentions* and *policies* (Bratman 1984, 1987; Pacherie, 2006, 2008), *second-order desires* (Frankfurt, 1971, for a discussion see Mele, 1992), or *values* (Watson, 1996). Rather than directly
triggering mental events, these standing intentions, policies, desires, and values refer to continuing long-term states of the agent.

An agent’s contribution is more than just the triggering causes of her actions. Often, we think of an agent’s doing something in terms of mental events causing the action initiation (i.e., as triggering causes of action). If one thinks of such contribution solely in terms of triggering causes, it might be difficult to counter the argument from mechanistic explanation. But there is a different way to think of the agent’s contribution. She manages to steer her life in a particular direction. She shapes and configures her actions and reasoning according to her goals, values, intentions, policies. As soon as one thinks about agency it this way, the types of causes that should be of interest are more akin to structuring causes of action.

In cognitive psychology, control is studied in contrast to behaviour that is automatic or habitual. That is, cognitive control often refers to our ability to “pursue goal-directed behaviour, in the face of otherwise more habitual or immediately compelling behaviours” (Cohen, 2017: 3). For most experimental paradigms which study cognitive control and for the models that accompany them, the distinction between controlled and automatic processing is fundamental. According to a standard conception, controlled processes are generally slower and subject to interference by automatic processes (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Posner & Snyder, 2004). When a controlled process is obstructed by an automatic one, the two processes compete for limited cognitive resources. As a result, the controlled process is impaired.

Controlled processes being impaired by automatic ones is a well-known effect, famously illustrated by the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). In the Stroop task, participants are presented with series of colour words. The ink of the words sometimes matches the colour (“red” in red ink) and sometimes it does not (“red” in blue ink). When ink and word colour match, the stimulus is congruent. When they don’t the stimulus is incongruent. The Stroop task reliably produces a few results. First, regardless of whether the stimulus is congruent or incongruent, people are generally faster at reading the words than naming the ink colours. Second, incongruent stimuli significantly interfere with people’s responses when they are asked to name the ink colour, but not when they asked to read the word. Third, when a secondary task (say, completing arithmetic calculations) is added to the original Stroop task, the primary task suffers. The Stroop interference effect is widely taken as evidence that reading is an automatic process, while naming colours is a controlled one (for a review, see Bugg, Jacoby & Toth, 2008).
A plausible explanation of the interference effect observed in the Stroop task is the *multiple resources hypothesis* (Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Botvinick, Braver, Carter, Barch & Cohen, 2001), which suggests that interference is the reason that cognitive control exists in the first place. As Jonathan Cohen puts it, “a fundamental function of control is to reduce interference where it can arise” (2017: 6). In order to avoid the impairment caused by interference, the control system needs to identify potential cases of conflict between different processes and allocate resources to manage the conflict and interference accordingly. For that, something needs to distinguish between processes that should be granted some of the limited cognitive resources and processes that might interfere with the controlled task and cause an impaired performance.

Consider the case of driving a car. As the driver, you are exposed to various stimuli. However, to safely arrive at your destination, you need to be able to distinguish between potentially relevant stimuli (stop signs, break lights in the distance) and potentially irrelevant stimuli (a seagull flying above), before you can allocate resources in such a way that driving is not negatively affected. According to the multiple resources hypothesis, it is the very purpose of cognitive control to apply constraints on how multiple ongoing tasks are executed, thus avoiding interference where it matters.

Cognitive resources are limited. Allocating control on one process leaves less for others. Consequently, controlled processing comes at an opportunity cost to other processes. One way to understand the relation between cost and opportunity is in terms of effort and motivation (Botvinick & Braver, 2015; Braver 2015). In the Stroop task, there seems to be some alignment between the cognitive control involved in cases of task interference and the degree of effort an agent needs to exercise to minimise that interference. Intuitively, it feels relatively effortless to read “red” in red ink. But naming the colours of incongruent stimuli feels effortful. Such effort indicates the cost involved in reducing interference. Higher effort implies higher cost. Motivation could relate to the opportunity cost of controlled processing by signifying the willingness of the agent to pay that cost (Cohen, 2017). The higher the motivation to engage in a task, the higher the willingness to assume the cost. Effort and motivation are not identical to cognitive control, rather, they are associated with the decision to spend cognitive control resources in a particular way (Westbrook & Braver, 2015).

Models that focus on effort and motivation have recently made significant progress in explaining the mechanisms that underlie cognitive control (see for example Kurzban, Duckworth, Kable & Myers, 2013; Braver, 2015). Such models claim that cognitive control resources are allocated based on evaluations of the expected values of different tasks (Shenhav, Botvinick &
Cohen, 2013). Here resources are allocated in terms of economic decision-making. Different tasks are assigned different expected values, according to their corresponding goals, as well as other criteria. For example, if a task corresponds to a highly valued goal but its likelihood is low, the expected utility will be lower than if the likelihood was high. These assigned expected values (and corresponding calculations of expected utility) determine which goals should be selected, which in turn determines the tasks on which cognitive control resources are allocated (considering the required cognitive effort). According to an influential model proposed by Miller and Cohen (2001), the expected utility of each task is maintained in working memory. From there, and according to the pre-defined values, the selection of processing pathways is biased towards the ones that aligned stimuli with high-valued goals or tasks. In other words, cognitive resources are allocated to behaviours that are more likely to maximise value for the agent.

According to a standard conception in cognitive psychology, cognitive control is the ability to “regulate, coordinate, and sequence thoughts and actions in accordance with internally maintained behavioural goals” (Braver, 2012: 106). This provides a way to specify how cognitive control functions in accordance with internally maintained behavioural goals. Standing mental states and the way they are organised constitutes the agent’s short-term and long-term goals, which determine the values decisive for resource allocation in the agent’s cognitive control of ongoing tasks.

Now with the model laid out, we need a way to understand what may count as a goal and how the agent is involved in setting, maintaining, and bringing about their goals. A useful starting point can be found in Wayne Wu’s account of agentive control (Wu, 2016). Here, the agent’s standing intentions play a crucial role in the cognitive processing that involves mechanisms at a sub-personal level. Wu sees the agent’s mental features as a way to influence how control is applied to some tasks, and not to others. Such personal-level features bias how attention is allocated to specific stimuli, in accordance with their expected utility calculation. Thus, according to Wu, attention functions as the means by which certain stimulus-response associations are selected over others.

As an illustration, consider the following case from a football match. Peter is a skilled goalkeeper, who can save powerful shots coming at him from many directions. He is confronted with a plethora of visual and other stimuli, which he can face with a plethora of motor responses. In order to raise his chances of making a save, Peter needs to mediate his attention so that he attends to the football coming at him. Furthermore, he needs to choose between all the possible responses available. Should he try to catch or to deflect the ball? Peter’s attention is biased towards the ball, because the value of the ball is high, in line with his standing intention of winning the game and the
high value he places on being a good goalkeeper. Then, with his attention on the speed and direction of the ball, Peter needs to couple it with an appropriate response, say a leap to the higher-right corner of the goal, in contrast to all the other actions he could perform. Peter’s standing intention and higher-order values bias attention to a set of possible stimuli and a set possible motor responses. Attention is on this account a way to solve the problem of coupling many possible stimuli with many possible responses by biasing the selection of a set of couplings.

According to the model of control we sketched above, controlled processing functions by biasing processing pathways towards some (and not other) stimuli. The biasing is the result of top-down signals, which in turn are determined by expected values for each task (which in turn are computed by considering the importance of the goal, the probability of realising it by performing this task, and the intrinsic cost of performing it). The values themselves represent the degree of alignment between a task and a goal. But the goal and its importance to the agent is given by the agent’s overall beliefs, values, desires, or intentions. Coming back to Wu’s characterisation of the relationship between intentions and attention, we can think of standing intentions as structuring causes of attention. That is, they affect the degree and kind of control that the agent exercises, by structurally causing attention to be allocated to specific objects by biasing processing pathways that couple attentional selection of stimuli with attentional selection of responses (2016: 113).

Now we can depart from and extend Wu’s account. The structuring causes involved in setting up the control parameters decisive for the cognitive control of ongoing tasks are not simply mental states such as the agent’s standing intentions, desires, and beliefs. We can, thus, begin to understand structuring causes of action as making up the agent’s constitution and providing the basis for her agential contribution. This is not the place to engage with the large and complex literature on self-governance and autonomy, but if theories about wholehearted and temporally extended agency along the lines of Frankfurt’s higher-order volitions (Frankfurt, 1988: ch.12) or Bratman’s self-governance (Bratman, 2004) are correct, we have a way to understand how the agent contributes to an action, by determining the values of the control parameters decisive for resource allocation of cognitive control – that is, decisive for control of thought and action. One way to approach this is to ask what determines the subjective expected values that are assigned to the different tasks where control is expended. Our proposal is that we think of standing future-directed intentions, policies, and higher-order motivation and values as structuring causes that play an important role in biasing or setting the values involved in utility calculations central to resource allocation of cognitive control. For instance, if proposals like the expected value of control model (Shenhav et al., 2013)
are correct, these value computations reach all the way down to the level of biasing the neural activation of control in relevant brain areas.

To be sure, this is just a sketch of a possible account. Importantly, open issues remain with respect to how exactly structural causes such as standing mental states and their organisation can flexibly set and adjust the values and biases of cognitive control, how such standing states become occurrent and active in working memory, and what happens in the face of possible conflicting standing intentions (although some of these issues have been addressed in Grünbaum & Kyllingsbæk, 2020; Grünbaum, Oren, & Kyllingsbæk, 2021). The aim here has been more limited, namely to show that a plausible account of personal self-governance, and temporally extended agency is consistent with a prominent computational account of cognitive control.

We have focused on overcoming the challenge raised by the argument from mechanistic explanation by denying premise (2). If we accept the multiple resources hypothesis of cognitive control and our account of standing intentions, higher-order volitions, and values as structuring causes, we have an account that is both consistent with the explanatory principles of a mechanistic cognitive psychology and the claim that agents can make real agentive contributions. This package should be consistent with premise (1) and inconsistent with premise (2).

Let us revisit the Argument from Mechanistic Explanation:

1. If mechanistic psychological explanations are true, personal agency is computed by non-agentive mechanisms.
2. If personal agency is computed by non-agentive mechanisms, then a person’s agentive contribution is explained by something other than an agent.
3. Therefore, if mechanistic psychological explanations are true, then a person’s agentive contribution is explained by something other than an agent.

We should now be able to defend (1) and deny premise (2). Regarding premise (1), it is clearly the case: higher-order agency is explained in terms of lower order mechanisms in the cognitive control model. Now let us turn to premise (2). To deny it, we should be able to say that the antecedent can be true, while the consequent is not. That is, whatever explains such a personal agentive contribution is not something other than the agent.
Recall what provides the values for each competing task, and what enables the agent to complete their internally maintained behavioural goals. It is not something which is completely alien to the agent, but rather, her psychological set-up: intentions, policies, and values. These are the structuring causes of her behaviour. To be sure, this account does not exclude the possibility that sometimes an agent can be alienated with respect to her standing mental states and the exercise of her cognitive control abilities, or that sometimes these abilities are not exercised in a way that is aligned to her standing states. However, at the very least, our proposal is not inconsistent with the possibility that in some cases, standing states and higher-order values constitutive of the agent are contributing to the setting of the utilities and biases that shape the allocation cognitive control resources. It is the agent that sets up the biases which guide action. The view of control presented here allows both for a mechanistic explanation of cognitive control and retains – and to some degree explains – the contribution of the agent in realising that control.

There are further reasons to find this philosophical interpretation appealing. Common intuitions about responsibility largely correspond well with the role of standing intentions and higher-order mental states in the cognitive control model. Recall Frankfurt’s case of the unwilling addict (see Section 2). Presumably, the reason we are inclined to assign diminished responsibility to the unwilling addict is because her addiction is less an expression of her higher-order desires and self-governing policies. For the unwilling addict, biasing of attentional processing is not set in accordance with higher-order desires. The values that bias the unwilling addict’s prioritisation of processing pathways involved in drug seeking and drug taking behaviour are computed independently of her higher-order goals. Therefore, she seems less responsible for her drug-related behaviour than the willing addict.

Cases like these indicate why we are often inclined to identify the agent and her contribution with higher-order mental organisation and the way this mental organisation influences control of thought and action. They also illustrate why the account presented here is in line with many compatibilist views on the connection between the agent and her mental states. Often, these views take the agent’s higher-order mental states as constitutive of her psychological set-up. Responsibility intuitions seem to focus on this level, too. Providing an explanation of how that is psychologically realisable is exactly what the cognitive control model aims to do. We motivated the argument from mechanistic explanation with a possible explanation of the WCST. By explaining the participant’s behaviour on ever lower levels, we seem less inclined to identify the mechanism with the agent. Now with an account of the structuring causal role of intentions and other standing
mental states, we have a way to avoid that problem. Important features of the computations at the lower levels refer back to the agent and her standing mental states, exactly the level at which intuitions about moral responsibility start to be effective.

Section 5: Two Objections

Before closing, we discuss two potential objections to our proposal. First, there is a worry about the degree to which our account overcomes the challenge to agentive contribution. While the cognitive control story seems to be consistent with agents guiding action through their standing goals or intentions, perhaps it only seems this way because the explanation is immature. When psychology has made more progress and has sufficiently matured, one will be able to provide a complete account of control. At this point the agent will again disappear from the psychological explanation. Once the details of the explanation are laid out fully, there will once again be no space left for the agent’s contribution. This worry invites back the argument from mechanistic explanation, by questioning whether any proper scientific explanation of behaviour can be based on personal-level states such as agency.

A reply would start by acknowledging that the worry might in fact materialise. It may be that the type of psychological explanation we have described is premature. It is definitely lacking in detail. But at the same time, what determines when an explanation is mature enough? In order to respond to this question, we need an independent way of specifying the maturity of a scientific psychological account. What would such an independent criterion be? The answer is that we do not know. Absent that, however, we still need to choose between current competing accounts. In the case of the account presented in this paper, it is well confirmed by recent experimental and neuroscientific data, and it is computationally attractive.

The exact shape of the complete or mature psychological account is an open empirical issue. In the meantime, and until that empirical issue is resolved, we need a way to choose between the different accounts we currently have. If our best psychological evidence allows that the agent makes a real contribution in bringing something about, we have some reason to think that this represents psychological reality. At present, our best psychology of cognitive control provides us with an explanatory framework that is consistent with the claim that agentive contribution is possible. The form of explanation prevalent in the scientific literature is not inconsistent with a substantial role for persons as agents.
The second potential objection relates to the problem of the disappearing agent. The problem is associated with a general worry for event-causal accounts of action, which seems to indicate that any causal explanation of action ultimately leaves no space for the agent. Such accounts explain action in terms of causal relations between events, and there is no causal influence that can be attributed to the agent. The agent is reduced to the stage on which the chains of mental events run their course (Velleman, 1992; Pereboom, 2014).

The objection to our proposal is that since the challenge to agency posed by the argument from mechanistic explanation is like the problem of the disappearing agent for causal accounts of action, our proposal is susceptible to worries about disappearing agent like those used against causal accounts of action. One might complain that our proposal fails in dispelling the general problem of disappearing agent. Ultimately, to the extent that this objection is successful, the challenge posed by the argument from mechanistic explanation would collapse into the more familiar problem of the disappearing agent.

However, while both the argument from mechanistic explanation and the problem of the disappearing agent refer to a disappearance of agency, the two problems are significantly different. Whereas the challenge addressed in this paper concerns the disappearance of the causal role of personal level states in the mechanistic explanation of control in psychology, the problem of the disappearing agent is a general challenge to causal theories of action. To the extent that our proposal is a causal theory, we could be susceptible to any general objection to causal theories of action. But we could also avail ourselves of general replies. This would be a discussion for a different context. Our challenge and the general problem are different and separate issues. We are therefore not forced to provide a solution to the general problem of the disappearing agent.

Section 6: Conclusion

We began by establishing the relationship between agentive contribution and responsibility-level control. At least one way to settle whether an agent has the sort of control that is necessary for moral responsibility is to track the degree of her contribution. In fact, as cases like the willing and unwilling addict demonstrate, a diminished agentive contribution may be regarded as an excusing condition. Our primary question has been whether humans realise this kind of agentive contribution and thereby responsibility-level control. According to the argument from mechanistic explanation,
the form of explanations used in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience leaves no space for agency, as personal-level capacities are explained by sub-personal mechanisms. Since most prominent theories of moral responsibility require that the agent plays some role in action in order to be morally responsible, the challenge motivates scepticism about the possibility of a psychological explanation of responsibility-level control. By integrating insights from theories of cognitive control and incorporating them into a philosophical account of the role of standing intentions as internally maintained goals and structuring causes of action, we have provided a way to think of the agent’s contribution in functional-mechanistic terms. Standing intentions, long-term goals, and policies play a role in setting values and determining utilities central to the allocation of cognitive control. We have provided an account that is consistent with both the form of control necessary for moral responsibility and our best computational and mechanistic explanation of cognitive control.
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Article 2:
The Worry about Mental Luck

Abstract
I argue that a problem of luck originally aimed at libertarians generalises beyond any specific theory of free will, and independently of whether determinism or indeterminism is true. I call this kind of luck mental luck. Mental luck suggests that, from the perspective of the agent, some decisions resemble the outcome of a lottery, caused by mental factors unknown to her. Mentally lucky decisions are not rationally controlled by attitudes within the agent’s perspective, and they may be indistinguishable from non-lucky decisions. Therefore, mental luck poses a challenge to most prominent accounts of free action and moral responsibility.

Section 1: Introduction
There is a widespread view in both philosophy and common sense that moral practice should be immune to luck (see for instance Kant, 1784 [1998]; Nagel, 1979; Williams, 1981). Intuitively, it seems unfair to hold people responsible for what is not up to them or lies beyond their awareness. For instance, one could plausibly suggest that an action is free, and an agent is morally responsible for it only if its happening is in some meaningful way rationally controlled by attitudes which are reflectively accessible to the agent. Decisions that occur as a matter of luck typically do not fulfil even this broad and underspecified condition.

Luck is particularly problematic if one assumes that the universe is indeterministic because in that case, any event may be the result of chance. Any indeterministic happening is potentially the outcome of some chance process, determined by factors outside the agent. Therefore, an agent’s decisions are lucky since they are explained by factors outside the agent herself. Holding people responsible for what they do seems untenable if what they do is a matter of luck.

In this paper, I argue that this problem of luck is not restricted to indeterminism. Regardless of whether we live in an indeterministic world some of our decisions are prone to a certain kind of luck, which I call mental luck. Mental luck affects agents regardless of the metaphysical nature of
the world. It has its origins in the limits of our mental life and how we make decisions under conditions of subjective uncertainty. I argue that the outcome of decisions that are prone to mental luck is not determined by the agent’s accessible practical attitudes. And since most prominent theories associate the agent’s moral responsibility with her practical attitudes and with the outcome of her decisions, mentally lucky decisions do not seem to be free and morally responsible. This conclusion points to a dilemma about the centrality of conscious awareness for the purposes of moral assessment. While it is possible to avoid the undesirable consequences of mental luck, doing so comes with its own set of problems.

The paper begins by presenting a version of the luck problem sometimes called present luck (Mele, 2006). The worry about present luck is typically introduced as a problem for libertarian theories of free will. Then, I discuss a proposal on how to generalise it beyond libertarianism. In section 3, I argue for a generalisable epistemic version of the problem of luck, which affects all agents regardless of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic. An agent may make different decisions, while her accessible mental states remain identical. In section 4, I consider how mental luck affects theories of moral responsibility. I finish the paper with a potential line of objection and a possible reply.

Section 2: The Worry about Present Luck

Luck usually seeps into the free will debate in the form of moral luck. Suppose an agent ends up in circumstance A, but that she could have just as well ended up in circumstance B. If the difference between ending up in A or B is a matter of luck and if the outcome has significance for purposes of moral assessment, then her ending up in situation A is a matter of moral luck. The term itself was introduced by Bernard Williams, who initially meant it as a paradox about common moral practice (Williams, 1981). Put simply, it seems counterintuitive to hold people morally responsible based on something that is the result of luck-related factors.

Thomas Nagel (1979) introduced a taxonomy of different kinds of luck that seems to influence the moral worth of agents in ways beyond their control. Nagel’s taxonomy demonstrates how luck can affect the outcome of an act, the circumstances under which it occurs, or determine the agent’s constitution or character. It also highlights the close relationship between moral luck and control. Understanding how luck affects free and morally responsible agents means understanding how luck
affects their level of control. Therefore, a discussion of the relationship between luck and moral responsibility is, essentially, a discussion about control.

At this point, it is important to distinguish between two types of control: *psychological-type control* and *responsibility-type control*. In psychology, control is often associated with a finite agential capacity to inhibit or resist interference while performing a task (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Posner & Snyder, 2004; Cohen, 2017). Control refers to a limited capacity that agents possess, and they can apply it in different ways. However, in discussions of free will and moral responsibility, control is often understood as a necessary condition for moral responsibility (Zimmerman, 1988; Watson, 1996; Fischer & Ravizza, 2000; McKenna, 2008; Levy & McKenna, 2009; Björnsson & Persson, 2012; Levy, 2014a; Björnsson, 2017). By responsibility-type control I mean the type of control that a person must have to be blameworthy or praiseworthy. I leave it open how this control is related to the control as understood in the literature on cognitive control or action control. In this paper, I am interested in how luck affects agents in ways that undermine their responsibility-type control.

One particular luck-related worry which has a bearing on one’s control of action was introduced by Mele in an attempt to pose a challenge for incompatibilist accounts of free will. Incompatibilism is the view that a deterministic universe is incompatible with the idea of free will. Determinism is in conflict the idea of free action, roughly because the truth of determinism suggests that the future is not up to us (van Inwagen, 1983). In a deterministic universe, incompatibilists argue, no one ever acts freely. Incompatibilism forces those who accept its tenets to choose between a deterministic universe without free will, or insist that we have free will, and thus, the universe is indeterministic. Incompatibilists who accept the first horn of the dilemma are commonly called hard determinists, while those incompatibilists who believe in free will are called libertarians.

Mele proposed the worry about present luck in an effort to demonstrate a problem with libertarian accounts of free will. In contrast to Nagel’s taxonomy, this way of describing moral luck applies not to results or causes, but to the decision-making process itself. Present luck occurs in a scenario which captures an agent’s decisions in two possible worlds that share the same past and the same laws of nature. The worry was originally formulated as such:
The Worry about Present Luck (PL): If an agent freely decided at $t$ to $A$, then in a possible world with the same past until $t$ and the same laws of nature, he did not decide at $t$ to $A$ (Mele, 2006: 58).

Now let us consider how present luck presents a challenge for libertarian accounts. At first glance, cases like the one above seem paradoxical. How can an agent freely decide at $t$ to $A$, and yet in a possible world where nothing about the agent has changed, not decide at $t$ to $A$? Yet, according to libertarianism, such cases are possible. Because for the libertarian the universe is indeterministic, she must accept that, at $t$, it is open to the agent whether he will decide to $A$ or not decide to $A$. Furthermore, according to the libertarian, deciding at $t$ to $A$ is an instance of free and morally responsible agency. The task is to explain the difference between deciding at $t$ to $A$ and not deciding at $t$ to $A$. Since in the formulation of present luck the past and the laws of nature are fixed, there is nothing in the past of the agent or in the way the two worlds are composed that can explain that difference. Therefore, the difference between deciding at $t$ to $A$ and not deciding at $t$ to $A$ is a matter of luck.

To see this more clearly, consider the following conceptualisation of the two possible worlds in cases of present luck. The worlds are correspondingly described by the two cases below:

**Basic Case (BC):** An agent decided at $t$ to $A$.

**Alternative Case (AC):** An agent did not decide at $t$ to $A$.

According to the worry about present luck, an agent can end up in either BC or AC. The past and laws of nature are fixed, and there is nothing about the agent that explains the difference between ending up in BC or AC. The libertarian finds herself in an untenable position: the occurrence of a seemingly free decision occurs is a matter of luck.

Libertarians have developed several replies to the worry about present luck. Perhaps the most prominent of those replies is Robert Kane’s account of self-forming acts, according to which both deciding and not deciding at to $A$ are voluntary, free, and responsible actions (Kane, 1998; 1999; 2006). Other replies adopt a more agent-causal explanation, such as the ones proposed by Randolph Clarke (2004; 2005; 2011) and Timothy O’Connor (2007; 2011). The details of those replies are not essential to the present argument, apart from the fact that all of them attempt to stand up to present luck on metaphysical grounds. That is unsurprising, since present luck is itself a metaphysical
challenge. However, I believe there is a non-metaphysical way to understand cases of present luck. By non-metaphysical, I mean a way that does not depend on whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic.

Before I review existing ways to generalise present luck and move on to my own proposal, it is important to briefly consider the relationship between present luck and indeterminism. Indeterminism is the doctrine that not all events are wholly determined by antecedent causes. Libertarian accounts of free will assume indeterminism because the sort of free will that libertarians endorse is only possible if some events are not wholly determined. Only in an indeterministic universe is it open at \( t \) whether the agent will decide to A or not. In other words, indeterminism has present luck built into it. And since present luck can apply to morally significant decisions, such decisions would be subject to moral luck.

With present luck established as a serious challenge to those accounts of free will that assume indeterminism; the question remains of whether the challenge can be generalised beyond those accounts. If it cannot, the worry is cogent, but its scope is restricted to libertarianism. But if it can be separated from the truth of indeterminism and retain its force, present luck would affect agents regardless of the metaphysical structure of the world. Such a generalisation would suggest that present luck is not merely an issue for incompatibilism, but also for compatibilism, namely the thesis that determinism is compatible with free will.

In recent years, there have been a few voices in that direction (see for instance Vargas, 2012; Perez de Calleja, 2014). In this paper, I consider the second of those arguments. Perez de Calleja claims that present luck presents a problem for compatibilism, not because the decisions in question are indeterminate (as that wouldn’t be a problem), but because the agent in question is motivationally split. Whatever makes the agent decide as she does cannot be explained by her mental states. This not a consequence of indeterminism, but of the agent’s diverging motivations. Such lucky and motivationally split decisions are equally problematic for incompatibilists and compatibilists alike.

Perez de Calleja turns the focus on how luck-prone decisions appear for the agent. Furthermore, she formulates the problem in terms that do not presuppose indeterminism. Both these elements will also form part of my own proposal to generalise present luck beyond libertarian accounts of free will. However, her account is conditional on a very restrictive view of deterministic
luck, namely that luck-prone decisions are motivationally split, in the sense that the agent is in some meaningful way divided between different decisions. So, while deterministic luck extends beyond indeterminism, it seems limited to decisions that are motivationally split. Thus, it does not seem to affect decisions that are the product of more stable mental states, such as policies, or decisions that are inextricably linked to the agent’s plans and future-directed intentions.

Perez de Calleja is right that agents may be prone to luck that is not a result of indeterminism. However, such luck does not need to be a result of determinism, either. The account is overly restrictive on this point. It is not that agents are subject to luck determinism is true because their motivations are split. Rather, they are subject to luck because of some epistemic constraints on their psychology, which affect the way they deliberate and make decisions. As I want to argue, present luck indeed generalises, independently of the metaphysical nature of the world.

Such a metaphysically independent version of present luck would extend the worry to influence potentially any decision. With that in mind, in Section 3 I move away from the existing discussion on present luck. I also move away from the discussion of luck within the confines of the free will debate, and towards a different and more generalisable version of the problem. I propose a version of the worry which associates moral luck with something more general, namely the epistemically limited nature of the agent’s perspective, and the significance such limitations have for one’s decisions.

Section 3: The Worry about Mental Luck

3.1 Introducing Mental Luck

In the following section, I present a different way to generalise a version of present luck beyond libertarianism, and independently of one’s metaphysics. This section attempts to make sense of the problem of luck, this time from the perspective of the agent. What would an agent’s experience be like, if she were to find herself in a situation like the one that motivated the worry about present luck?

Let’s begin by revisiting the two cases which describe the different possible outcomes in instances of present luck:
Basic Case (BC): An agent decided at t to A.
Alternative Case (AC): An agent did not decide at t to A.

In this section I will argue for the following claim: In cases like BC and AC, there is always some probability that the difference between deciding at t to A and not deciding at t to A is matter of luck from the perspective of the agent. In other words, from the perspective of the agent, there is a chance that whether she decides at t to A resembles the outcome of a lottery. This conclusion allows luck to seep into potentially any decision. Ostensibly, the probability of this happening is low, but importantly, it does not depend on whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic.

To express that probability in more familiar terms I introduce a novel version of present luck. For reasons that will become clear I call this novel version “mental luck”:

Mental Luck: If an agent freely decided at t to A, then in a possible world where she has the same perspective until t, she did not decide at t to A.

Before introducing mental luck in more detail, a closer look on how mental luck differs from present luck. In Mele’s original formulation, what is kept constant is the past and the laws of nature. By contrast, in this epistemic version, what is kept constant is the epistemic outlook of the agent (her perspective), while allowing that the past can change. The laws of nature are obviously unaltered.

As with present luck, the force of the worry depends on the difference between BC and AC being a matter of luck. Or, more specifically: From the perspective of the agent, there is a chance that whether she ends up in BC or AC is a matter of luck. I argue that from the agent’s perspective this possibility cannot be excluded. Furthermore, I argue that the worry about mental luck is in fact generalisable beyond libertarianism. Mental luck captures something that is true of agents regardless of one’s metaphysical requirements for free will.

In order to support these claims, I begin by construing the notion of perspective and its relation to accessibility of mental states. Then, I elaborate on two elements of mental luck that differentiate it from present luck: metaphysical independence and perspective identity. With these pieces in place, mental luck emerges as a worry both akin and different to present luck. From there, I move on to a discussion about knowledge and justification, which demonstrates how the truth of certain
beliefs may be a lottery to the agent. That same discussion also provides additional reasons to think
that the perspective of the agent can remain constant between physically different possible worlds,
as in BC and AC. Finally, I conclude that what is true of certain beliefs, namely that their truth may
seem like a lottery to the agent, can also apply to decisions. This conclusion indicates that mental
luck challenges free and morally responsible decisions independently of the metaphysical structure
of the world.

3.2 Perspective and Accessibility

Mental luck is reminiscent of present luck, but it is also quite different from it. One way it
differs is regarding the centrality of the notion of perspective. Mental luck is motivated largely by
the suggestion that the perspective of the agent can remain constant, whether she ends up deciding
at t to A or not. Before I can discuss why that is in fact possible, I need to say what I mean by
perspective.

For the purposes of construing the notion of perspective as it features in the worry about
mental luck, I make two assumptions. First, that perception should typically provide reasons for
agents to make rational decisions in relation to the external world. That is, the agent’s perspective
consists in mental content that is informed by her perception, and that these states are playing a
rational role in her interactions with the world. Second, that the agent does not have guaranteed
access to the entirety of the objective world. This incompleteness of access refers to both states of
the external world and to some of her own mental states. I discuss this second assumption in more
detail further down.

Consequently, the agent’s perspective does not include all of the psychological facts about her.
From this we can begin to pick out which mental states are in fact included in the agent’s
perspective. We start with the obvious: mental content that is consciously accessible to the agent.
Such mental states are definitely part of one’s perspective. Perhaps even states of which she is not
explicitly conscious can be included, as long as they are somehow accessible to her in the right way.
At any rate, a mental state is within an agent’s perspective only if that state is conscious or open to
the right kind of reflection. And since it is reasonable to assume that there are yet other states on
which the agent cannot readily reflect, or states of which she is not consciously aware, the
perspective does not include all of the psychological facts about the agent.
There are examples of the contrast between mental states within or outside the agent’s perspective. For instance, consider the difference between conscious and non-conscious perception. Agents are constantly presented with all sorts of perceptual content from the external world. Some of this content is conscious: the agent is aware of it, she relates it to the rest of her mental states, and it plays a role in her rational thinking, deliberation, and action. She has reflective access to the content. In some rough but reasonable way, such content makes sense to the agent. But some perceptual content is likely not conscious. Notwithstanding, such non-conscious perception might influence the agent’s thinking, deliberation, and action in all sorts of ways. The influence of such non-conscious content is not reflectively accessible to the agent.

The extent to which an agent’s mentality lies within or outside her perspective, and whether the line between the two is a matter of degree, are fascinating questions. I do not presume to know the answers to them. For my purposes, what is important is that mental states outside the agent’s perspective influence her actions in various ways, but they are not accessible to the agent. Because of that, such states do not play a straightforward role in rational thinking and deliberation. So, it is possible for something that lies outside the agent’s perspective to influence her conduct in ways that do not line up with those mental states that form her perspective.

Exactly which mental states can play this role and how often it occurs is an issue I take up later in this section. For now, it suffices to say two things: First, the agent’s perspective includes mental states that are accessible to her by means of reflective awareness. Second, the agent has mental states that do not form part of her perspective. Next, I move on to two defining elements of the worry about mental luck that set it apart from the discussion on present luck. These are metaphysical independence and perspective identity.

3.3 Metaphysical Independence and Perspective Identity

The first element of mental luck that distinguishes it from present luck concerns metaphysical independence. The worry about mental luck is meant to be independent of one’s metaphysics and as such, generalisable beyond just libertarianism. To determine why that is the case, we need to consider whether the proposed formulation of mental luck does in fact steer clear of such discussions, or if it is instead caught up in the same metaphysical discussion around the worry about present luck.
Regarding present luck, the original formulation of the worry entails indeterminism. Present luck arises because in libertarian accounts, it is open whether the agent ends up in a world where BC or AC obtains, up until t. The two worlds are identical, up until the moment of her decision, and yet she is free to decide to A or not decide to A. So, present luck poses a challenge for indeterministic accounts of free will, but less obviously so for views that do not require indeterminism.

Now to mental luck. The worry suggests that the past (physical and psychological) leading up to BC may be different from the past leading up to AC. From the perspective of the agent, however, that difference is not accessible. Up until t, the two worlds are indistinguishable from her perspective. Note that mental luck applies to both a deterministic and an indeterministic world. So, to the extent that mental luck presents a challenge, it does so without committing to any metaphysical account. As a result, if it is a challenge at all, it is a challenge to all theories of free will.

Across each of the two possible outcomes (BC and AC), the agent’s perspective remains unaffected. But is this possible? Can the agent’s reflectively aware, accessible mental states be identical, whether she decides to A or not? Consider how this differs from the worry about present luck. Assuming supervenience, if the physical world remains constant, so does the agent’s psychology. But in cases of mental luck, it remains open that the physical or psychological world may vary. Mental luck does not commit us to inter-world variance, but it allows for it.

Now, if the perspective remains constant, would this imply that the physical world remains constant too? After all, identity of perspectives implies that the agent’s reflectively aware and accessible mental states will also be identical. Wouldn’t that imply that the physical world is also constant? If that were the case, identical perspectives would entail identical physical worlds, and mental luck would end up being indistinguishable from present luck. There are several ways around this worry. One may accept some notion of supervenience of the mental upon the physical. Such supervenience would suggest that there cannot be a difference in the mentality of the agent without a difference in the physical world. Correspondingly, physical world identity would imply mental world identity. However, the reverse does not need to be true. Mental world identity does not necessarily entail physical identity. This would allow for multiple realisability, namely the thesis that a mental kind (such as a belief or a desire) can be realised by multiple physical kinds.
Coming back to the worry about mental luck, identical perspectives in BC and AC do imply mental identity of perspectives. But if multiple realisability is true, mental identity does not imply physical identity. In fact, the fact that there is some mental identity of perspectives tells us very little about the physical world of BC and AC. It is perfectly possible for the physical world to differ between BC and AC, while the mental world of the agent remains unaffected, just as the worry about mental luck suggests.

Multiple realisability provides a basis that allows variance between physical worlds, while at the same time maintaining that the agent’s perspective remains constant. But what if the thesis of multiple realisability is false? What if, instead of multiple realisability, something like identity theory is true? That would mean that identical mental worlds entail identical physical worlds. Here we have a second way to tackle the worry. Mental states that form the agent’s perspective are only a subset of her total mentality. If identity theory is true physical variance entails mental variance. Any change in the physical world corresponds to changes in the agent’s total mentality. But since her total mentality includes more mental states than those to which she has access, changes in total mentality do not entail changes in the agent’s reflectively aware, accessible mental states which form her perspective. All this can be summed up slogan form: identical perspective does not entail total mental identity. That leaves open the possibility that, even when the agent’s mentality changes along with the physical world, her perspective remains identical.

3.4 Knowledge and Lottery

With the notion of perspective laid out, it remains to be seen whether ending up in BC or AC is a matter of luck from the perspective of the agent. For reasons that will be become clear, in this next part I depart from the formulation “a matter of luck” and settle into using “lottery” instead. While luck and lottery can mean very different things in various contexts, I take them to be equivalent for my purposes.

Expressing mental luck in terms of a lottery between two outcomes (deciding to A and not deciding to A) has relevant similarities with a well-developed and relevant body of work from epistemology. This familiar debate about the conditions under which a belief constitutes knowledge provides a way to better understand decisions under the influence of mental luck.
Epistemic luck occurs when an agent has a justified true belief, but that belief is too lucky to count as knowledge (for an introduction to epistemic luck see Latus, 2000; Pritchard, 2005; Coffman, 2015). Typically, the departure point is found in Gettier cases (Gettier, 1963; for an overview see Hetherington, 2011), which demonstrate that it is possible for an agent to hold a belief that is both justified and true, but arguably, does not constitute knowledge. From the agent’s perspective, whether her belief is true is a lottery. Importantly, the truth maker is external to the agent. Whether the belief is true is a lottery because there is nothing about the agent that can help her determine its truth. In order to see this more clearly, consider the following statements about epistemic luck:

(1) If there is nothing in the agent’s perspective that distinguishes between her believing that $P$ is true and not believing that $P$ is true, then whether $P$ is true is a lottery from the perspective of the agent.

And also:

(2) In cases of epistemic luck, there is nothing in the agent’s perspective that distinguishes between believing that $P$ is true and not believing that $P$ is true.

Therefore, from (1) and (2), in cases of epistemic luck, whether $P$ is true is a lottery from the perspective of the agent.

Now consider a corresponding line of argument about mental luck. As epistemic luck suggests, the agent may lack access to the truth value of a belief which happens to be true. The truth of that belief is therefore a lottery from the perspective of the agent. Mental luck focuses on decisions. In cases of mental luck, the agent may lack access to whatever makes the difference between deciding at $t$ to $A$ or not deciding at $t$ to $A$. This idea can be formulated in a similar statement to (1) as follows:

(3) If there is nothing in the agent’s perspective (up until $t$) that distinguishes between her deciding at $t$ to $A$ ($BC$) and not deciding at $t$ to $A$ ($AC$), then whether she ends up in $BC$ or $AC$ is a lottery.
Let us look at the mental luck version of (1) more closely. (3) is an expression of the idea that as long as the agent does not distinguish between deciding at t to A and not deciding at t to A, then which of these two outcomes she ends up in is a matter of luck.

Now, I have argued that in cases of mental luck the perspective of the agent up until t can remain identical. This idea can be expressed in the following:

\[
(4) \text{In cases of mental luck, there is nothing in the agent’s perspective (up until t) that distinguishes between her deciding at t to A (BC) and not deciding at t to A (AC).}
\]

It follows from (3) and (4) that in cases of mental luck whether an agent decides at t to A or not is a lottery from the perspective of the agent. Having said that, nothing about the way such a belief is formed is necessarily problematic or particularly unusual. Given all the facts about the agent and her knowledge of the world, it may well be justified or rational to hold it. But the truth of such a belief is a lottery. In other words, the fact that some belief is not only justified but also true, may be a lottery.

3.5 Mental Luck as a Lottery of Decisions

In the epistemic luck literature, lucky events can be described in either modal (Pritchard, 2014), or probabilistic terms (Rescher, 2019), or a combination thereof (see de Grefte, 2020, for a hybrid account). Each of these accounts captures some aspects of how luck seems from the perspective of the agent. But what does that tell us about mental luck, and the possibility that a decision is a lottery, from the agent’s perspective? After all, the worry about mental luck is quite a departure from the epistemic luck debate, simply because the mental luck worry is not concerned with knowledge and belief. The truth of a belief may be a lottery because its truth maker is external to the agent. But the same cannot be said of cases like those that motivate the worry about mental luck. Here, there is no external decision-maker. Whatever makes the agent decide or not decide at t to A is internal to the agent.

An agent ends up in BC when she decides at t to A. Her decision is explained by some combination of beliefs and desires. Her perspective is a subset of her total mentality, and it includes accessible, potentially reflectively aware mental states. Within these mental states, there are the beliefs and desires that explain her decision at t to A. Her decision is comprehensible to her. In
another possible world, the agent ends up in AC. Similarly, the fact that she does not decide to A is explained by some combination of beliefs and desires. However, at least a part of that combination lies outside her perspective. Suppose P is a belief that partly explains the fact that the agent does not decide at t to A. P is part of the agent’s mentality and influences her conduct in various ways. But the agent is in a meaningful way unaware of that since P is not an accessible mental state. The fact that she does not decide at t to A may be explained by P, but she has no way of knowing that. Her decision is puzzling to her, perhaps incomprehensible.

Up until t, those two possible worlds may be physically or psychologically distinct in all sorts of ways. But from the perspective of the agent such difference is not accessible since her perspective remains constant across the two possible worlds. There is a possibility that an agent can have the same combination of reflectively aware and accessible beliefs and desires, but still end up in either BC or AC. From her perspective, the two worlds are identical, but in the first she decides to A, while in the second she does not decide to A. In the world of AC, whatever combination of beliefs and desires keeps her from deciding to A is not part of her accessible mental states. It is external to her perspective. So, while mental luck is a problem internal to the agent, the agent’s decision is caused by mental states that are external to the agent’s perspective.

Ending up in AC is mental bad luck, much like in cases of epistemic bad luck. It is bad luck because it goes contrary to her accessible mental states. When the agent ends up in AC, her decision is determined by some inaccessible mental state outside her perspective. But correspondingly, since the perspective remains constant, ending up in BC is also a matter of luck. The outcome might be less puzzling to her, but she could have just well not decided to A. So, from the agent’s perspective, whether she ends up in either BC or AC is a lottery.

3.6 Implicit Attitudes

What kind of mental state might remain largely inaccessible and yet drive the agent towards AC? Particularly good candidates are implicit attitudes. Typically, implicit attitudes are largely unconscious, introspectively unidentified associations between concepts on the one hand and evaluations on the other (Fazio et al., 1995; Greenwald et al., 2009). Apart from being unconscious or inaccessible to the agent, they also mediate judgements and actions towards social objects in favourable or unfavourable ways (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Banaji & Greenwald, 1995). So, for instance, one may harbour some implicit attitude against young children and, thus, make decisions
that are unfavourable to this particular group, without being aware of the fact. This feature of implicit bias is often called *introspective opacity* (Washington & Kelly, 2016). Introspective opacity suggests that implicit attitudes are particularly resistant to introspective reflection and therefore to mediation or regulation.

Another feature that is relevant for our purposes is the observed disparity between explicit and implicit attitudes. People’s explicit convictions can sometimes contradict their implicit attitudes, the latter exemplified by their behaviour (Yovel & Friedman, 2013; Teachman et al., 2008). One may explicitly hold egalitarian beliefs and yet act in ways that are unequivocally non-egalitarian. While measuring this disparity is often difficult, the finding seems to capture a common intuition: among other things, our actions may be the expression of some unconscious, reflectively inaccessible belief. The literature on implicit biases is both extensive and much debated. For now, it suffices to say that there seem to be some attitudes which can mediate decisions in ways that contradict the explicit beliefs of the agent, and that these attitudes are -at least sometimes- beyond the agent’s introspectively available awareness.

Bringing the conversation back to familiar terms, epistemic luck is a worry about a belief, the truth of which is a matter of luck. Correspondingly, mental luck is proposed as a worry about a decision which, from the perspective of the agent, is not determined. Or, more precisely, it may well be determined, as the worry is not concerned with the metaphysics of such cases. But it is not determined by anything within the agent’s perspective, by her accessible beliefs and desires. Such a risk might be small, but still it exists. There is always a probability that whether she ends up in BC or AC is a lottery to her.

Of course, real agents usually have access to a lot of relevant information about the world, and they are typically capable of planning their decisions and actions effectively, according to the knowledge they possess. One may reasonably argue that rarely does an agent actually find herself in such a predicament. But the point of the discussion here is to demonstrate that, no matter how rich in knowledge the agent might be, from her perspective, there is always a chance she is missing some important piece of information. Something that is inaccessible to her, but makes the difference between ending up in BC or AC.
Section 4: Mental Luck and Moral Responsibility

So far, I have argued for the worry about mental luck, a version of present luck where the perspective of the agent remains constant, while the physical world may differ. Agents subject to mental luck may have access to identical mental states, and yet end up either deciding at t to A (BC) or not deciding at t (AC). From the perspective of the agent, whether she ends up in BC or AC may be a lottery, and the difference between them a matter of mental luck. Such decisions under the influence of mental luck are not rationally controlled by attitudes in the agent’s perspective. Before closing, I consider the importance of mental luck for theories of free will and moral responsibility.

Are mentally lucky decisions free and morally responsible? One obvious reply is no. Typically, lucky decisions are beyond the agent’s rational control. That would suggest that mental luck is a sort of excusing condition, if one belongs to arguably the majority of those who think control is a necessary condition for moral responsibility. Furthermore, since mental luck is independent of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic, and since it can potentially affect all agents, mental luck appears as a general worry against all theories of free will and moral responsibility.

However, things are more complicated. For once, consider exactly how decisions under mental luck are lucky: they are the outcome of a lottery from the perspective of the agent. One could say that it is only when we limit ourselves to the perspective of the agent that mental luck is an issue. But it is a separate question whether limiting our scope to the perspective of the agent is necessary for moral assessment. If the answer is yes, then we have reason to think that prominent theories may wrongly attribute blame or praise for mentally lucky decisions. If the answer is no, assessing the moral responsibility of an agent only on the basis of her perspective is inadequate.

Let us now take stock: if mental luck undermines moral responsibility, it does so because agents are held responsible not for the totality of their mental states, but for those states that form part of their perspective. Are there theories that support this claim? I think the answer is yes. At least for some theories of moral responsibility, the fact that a mental state is inaccessible and outside the agent’s perspective is an undermining factor for ascribing blame or praise for actions that stem from that mental state (see for instance Levy 2014a; 2014b) on access consciousness, Alex Madva (2019) on phenomenal consciousness, or Harry Frankfurt (1971) on the reflectively aware, practically reasoning agent). For such theories, deciding to A is a morally responsible decision only if it is rationally controlled by attitudes within the agent’s perspective.
In fact, the centrality of the agent’s perspective in moral assessment brings out a dilemma for moral responsibility theories. On the one hand, we have theories which accept the perspective of the agent as central for moral assessment, like the ones mentioned above. Arguably, they represent the majority view. Regardless, these theories face the issue of mental luck. I elaborate on that in the remainder of this section. On the other hand, we have theories of moral responsibility which deny the centrality of the agent’s perspective for the purposes of moral assessment (for instance George Sher’s (2009) account of responsibility without awareness). Such theories avoid the mental luck issue, but they face a host of other problems. For instance, they struggle to explain the importance of ownership and control, the intentional component of action, or common intuitions about the significance of consciousness in moral assessment, to name just a few. For those who accept the central role of the agent’s perspective in attributing moral responsibility, mental luck is a problem.

Consider the case of implicit attitudes. In the previous section I nominated them as one kind of mental state that might give rise to mental luck. Implicit attitudes lie, almost by definition, beyond the agent’s perspective. Recently, there has been a growing literature on whether implicit attitudes undermine moral responsibility (Holroyd, 2015; Brownstein, 2016; Washington & Kelly, 2016; Levy, 2017; Madva, 2019). Some, like Neil Levy, go as far as claiming that empirical evidence on the effects of implicit attitudes provides reasons to be sceptical about the blameworthiness and praiseworthiness of agents in general. There is still disagreement on whether people are responsible for their implicit attitudes. But for our purposes, it is important that these attitudes pose a challenge to moral responsibility, precisely because they lie outside one’s perspective.

Now, there may be theories that fare better than others when it comes to assigning blame for these largely unconscious and inaccessible attitudes. For instance, attributionists like Angela Smith (2008; 2015) and Matthew Talbert (2016) argue that agents may be morally responsible for such attitudes even when they are outside their direct control, because they reflect their deeply held views or evaluative judgements. However, still for such views, a version of the problem persists. Arguably, non-conscious attitudes lack judgement sensitivity of the right sort. It seems problematic to hold people responsible for their unconscious attitudes, especially if they are not sensitive to judgement. In any case, for the majority of philosophers -compatibilists and incompatibilists alike- control of some sort is necessary for moral responsibility. For them, holding people responsible for their implicit attitudes is challenging, exactly because these attitudes are outside the agent’s perspective.
In sum, mental luck raises a challenge for prominent moral responsibility theories. Those theories that accept the centrality of the agent’s perspective for the purposes of moral assessment find in mental luck a serious challenge. Theories that deny the perspective of the agent as central face several other difficult issues. Mental luck may not be a universal head-on problem, but it poses a challenge that is not easily avoidable.

A final note on the professed rare occurrence of cases of mental luck. As I mentioned in the previous section, one could reasonably expect cases of mental luck to be few and far between. So, if mental luck is so exceptional, why should it challenge our everyday conditions for moral assessment? In reply, the challenge laid out here does not rest on mental luck being a frequent occurrence. Rather, it rests on the fact that any decision could be the outcome of a lottery, unbeknownst to the agent. Mental luck is not a problem because it affects all agents all the time. It is a problem because it may affect any agent, at any time.

Section 5: Objections

While there may be various objections to mental luck, these can be reasonably incorporated into a single counterargument. At its core, this objection challenges a central premise of the argument for mental luck, namely the invariance of the agent’s perspective between BC and AC. Defenders of the objection might argue that as long as the decision outcomes in BC and AC are different, surely the perspective of the agent leading up to them must be different, too. To accept that someone may end up deciding or not deciding at t to A while her perspective remains constant, is akin to insanity: ordinary agents simply do not act this way.

A way to flesh out the objection suggests that BC and AC cannot be the same from the perspective of the agent, because they cannot contain the same mental states. More specifically, if the agent’s decision at t to A is the result of some combination of beliefs and desires, then the belief-desire that leads to BC is different from that which leads to AC. And since the belief-desire is different, so is the agent’s perspective leading up to t. In short, different decisions mean different belief-desire combinations, and different belief-desire combinations mean different perspectives. Therefore, the invariance of the agent’s perspective up until t is indefensible. This argument seeks to prevent the separation of decisions from the combination of beliefs and desires that led to them.
Decisions have causes, and these are typically found among the agent’s beliefs and desires. Furthermore, some decision may be causally dependent upon some combination of beliefs and desires. However, even if the belief-desire that led to BC is different from the belief-desire that led to AC, there is no guarantee that those beliefs and desires that make up the difference between BC and AC are indeed part of the agent’s perspective. So, while the objection may convey something true about the relationship between belief-desire and decision, it does not exclude the possibility that different decisions may be explained by different belief-desire combinations, which are in turn not fully part of the agent’s perspective. As a result, the way to achieve the professed invariance of perspective is still open.

Now to a different way to formulate and motivate the objection. Suppose that an agent ends up not deciding at t to A, when from her perspective she could have just as well decided at t to A. Suppose further that within her perspective, deciding at t to A makes sense. A-ing seems perfectly rational to her, and it aligns with the rest of her mental states. Admittedly, there is something strange about this agent. To the extent that deciding at t to A makes sense to the agent, ending up in AC where she does not decide at t to A must strike her as puzzling. But does that mean that her perspective cannot remain identical, whether she decides to A or not? The answer to that question may depend on how one thinks about rationality, and the way that an agent makes up her mind about what she has most reason to do.

The defender of the objection might begin by pointing out that the sort of knowledge that we have about ourselves is special in at least two ways (Moran, 2002). First, agents have special access to their own mental states, such that they can know their own beliefs and attitudes in an immediate way. Second, judgements about oneself have special authority, such that they have a prima facie claim to truth. If self-knowledge means special access and authority over one’s mental states, then not deciding to A seems absurd. Only an agent that is akratic, or perhaps suffers from a condition that causes her to procrastinate indefinitely, would be a likely candidate for mental luck. Since the mentally lucky agent is not in principle suffering from any condition, one way to understand the objection is to argue that AC is a case of akrasia. If A-ing makes sense to the agent, not deciding to A goes against her better judgement, thus making AC a case of akratic action.

In order to see how this line of argument gets traction, consider the following two possible interpretations of an agent who ends up in AC. The first interpretation assumes a more internalist approach to rationality (see for instance Moran, 2002; 2012). According to internalism, an akratic
agent judges best to A, then decides to B. In cases of mental luck, the internalist sees an agent who reaches a practical conclusion (A-ing), yet proceeds to not decide to A. This resembles a kind of akratic self-deception. However, mental luck cases are different in a significant way. In BC, the agent reasons and decides to A. In AC, the agent may reason similarly, but she does nothing. There is no decision, and no action. AC is more akin to an open-ended procrastination than to self-deception or akratic action.

Now to an alternative interpretation of AC. For this, suppose a more externalist view of rationality (for such a view see Arpaly, 2000). According to that view, agents are not necessarily irrational when they do not act according to their best judgement. It may be more rational -or at least less irrational- to act against what one judges to be the best course of action. Under an externalist approach, it is not irrational to end up in BC and AC while retaining the same perspective. In AC the agent may well act against her judgement when she does not decide to A, but she may still be rational. Not deciding to A is puzzling to her, but it may still be an instance of rational conduct.

Overall, on an externalist approach to rationality the agent’s perspective can remain identical between BC and AC without necessarily ending up in cases of akratic or irrational action. But even if one assumes internalism about rationality, AC is not a case of akrasia. Rather, it is a case of open-ended procrastination. Such procrastination can go on forever and admittedly, that would be very puzzling. But it is not irrational. After all, the agent does not make any decision that contradicts her practical judgement. She simply decides nothing. As long as her conduct is lucky and as long as it has moral significance, the challenge of mental luck for theories of moral responsibility remains intact.

Before closing, a final remark. Objecting that AC is akin to akrasia captures something true about mental luck. In AC, the agent seems to be acting irrationally. That is especially true the more internalist about rationality and practical reasoning one is, and when one takes into account only those mental states that form part of her perspective. However, the question is less whether the mentally lucky agent is irrational and more whether cases of mental luck occur. I think that they do. It is true that if an agent reaches a full-blown practical judgement that she should A, and then proceeds not to decide to A, there is no space for mental luck. Such an agent is either akratic, delusional, under the influence of self-deception, or otherwise utterly irrational. However, mental luck is neither motivated nor challenged by such cases. Rather, in arguing for mental luck, I am
interested in cases of practical deliberation that are less clear-cut and more representative of our everyday experience in the world. Perhaps not too much depends upon A-ing or not. Perhaps the difference between the two is insignificant, or the possible repercussions are unknown to the agent. Perhaps there is a lot to consider for the agent, so she makes a decision under conditions of relative uncertainty and without having considered every accessible piece of information. Such are the practical judgments that are prone to mental luck.
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Article 3:
Resultant Luck and Many-Shots Actions

Abstract
Resultant moral luck suggests that actions are prone to luck in their outcome. According to an influential response, this indicates that one is not morally responsible for actions and their consequences. Thus, theories of moral responsibility are forced to adopt some kind of internalism, or resort to scepticism. In this paper, I argue that prominent cases of resultant moral luck are founded on the assumption that actions are events. I propose an alternative ontology of action as an ongoing goal-directed process with a “many-shots” structure that extends over time. Described this way, cases of resultant luck are not representative of ordinary action, and therefore, not generalisable. This diminishes the threat that resultant luck poses for theories of moral responsibility significantly. The proposal of action as a many-shots process is consistent with predictive coding, a plausible cognitive architecture which centres around error minimisation. Under this framework, cases of resultant more luck are no longer failures of action, but rather anticipated errors to be minimised within the ordinary process of action.

Section 1: Introduction
In this paper, I argue against the claim that because of apparent cases of resultant moral luck, people are not morally responsible for actions and their consequences. If control is a necessary condition for moral responsibility, one cannot be responsible for what is beyond one’s control. Luck refers to factors that beyond one’s control. Moral luck in particular refers to factors beyond one’s control that appear to make a moral difference. This suggests a conflict. How can luck make a difference in one’s degree of moral responsibility when it is beyond one’s control? Either control is not a necessary condition for moral responsibility, or luck only appears to make a moral difference. I provide support for the second option.

The paper is a contribution to the growing literature on the possibility of a naturalistic account of free action in light of serious challenges, one of which is luck. I am concerned in particular with one kind of luck, namely resultant moral luck. I do not provide an argument against resultant luck in
general. Rather, I object to a certain use of apparent cases of resultant luck, which have been used to claim that people are not morally responsible for their actions and their consequences. Thus, resultant moral luck seems to force a choice upon us: One must either adopt a sceptical position or restrict the scope of moral responsibility to the internal mental life of the agent. It is exactly to this use of the argument that I object.

I begin in Section 2 by introducing moral luck in general, before I move on to a discussion of prominent responses. As most available accounts demonstrate, the task of explaining away the influence of resultant luck on an agent’s blameworthiness is a hard one. In fact, after considering typical cases of resultant moral luck, one is pushed to two unattractive alternatives: internalism or scepticism. However, the cases themselves are built on an assumption that is rarely made explicit, namely that actions are events. I discuss the implications of that assumption in section 3 and argue that it might not be the best way to capture ordinary action.

In Section 4, I provide an alternative ontology of action, one that departs from the “one-shot” event structure and moves towards describing action as an ongoing goal-directed process with a many-shots structure. The process ontology suggests that actions are gradually unfolding over time, subject to change, and best captured in progressive sentences. Described under the alternative ontology, instances of resultant moral luck appear as special cases, no longer representative of ordinary action. While this does not exclude the possibility that luck may still influence an agent’s blameworthiness, it significantly diminishes the force of the challenge by resultant moral luck. Thus, the credibility resultant moral luck provides to the view that people are not morally responsible for their actions is also diminished.

Finally, in Section 5 I examine whether there is a good candidate for a cognitive framework which can provide support for the process ontology of action. I turn to predictive coding as a plausible, naturalistic proposal for human cognition. I argue that predictive coding is consistent with the many-shots structure of action. Within a predictive coding framework, cognition is primarily engaged in error minimisation. Errors like the ones captured in cases of resultant luck are not necessarily failures, but rather integral elements of the many-shots process of action. Thus, predictive coding provides support to the claim that cases of resultant moral luck do not show that people are not morally responsible for their actions and their consequences. I finish with a discussion of potential objections, before considering a proposal for how to understand apparent cases of moral luck.
Section 2: Resultant Luck

Moral luck is luck which affects the moral evaluation of agents. The term *moral luck* was introduced in the contemporary moral responsibility debate by Bernard Williams (1981) and Thomas Nagel (1979). Both captured the idea that factors external to the agent may sometimes influence how blameworthy or praiseworthy one is. For instance, if an agent is more or less blameworthy by virtue of some chance occurrence, then that agent is morally lucky. Moral luck can affect the outcome of an agent’s action, her disposition or character, the circumstances in which she finds herself, or simply the way the world causally determined.

A prominent type of moral luck is resultant luck. The term was coined by Zimmerman (1987), but the idea features in Nagel’s original taxonomy too. Resultant luck refers to luck in the way that things turn out. In cases of resultant luck, we are inclined to morally assess people differently for an action, even though the outcome of that action was not something they could control. Agents under the influence of resultant moral luck are assessed as more or less blameworthy than identical agents with identical intentions.

A couple of clarificatory notes. In this paper, I refer to both resultant luck and resultant moral luck. Generally speaking, whenever resultant luck affects the moral evaluation of an agent, it is a case of resultant moral luck. It is a relatively uncontroversial statement that resultant luck exists. At least sometimes, it is not up to us how things turn out. Luck can affect the outcome of our actions in ways that we cannot foresee, control, or influence. However, that such luck presents a problem for theories of moral responsibility is more controversial. After all, it may be the case that while luck affects the outcomes of one’s actions, it does not affect how blameworthy or praiseworthy we consider them for that action. Perhaps resultant luck is akin to gravity: it affects how things turn out, but there is nothing we can do about it and, generally speaking, we do not change our moral assessment of people because of its influence.

On a second clarification, the focus here is primarily on how resultant luck affects blame and blameworthiness. To be sure, praise and praiseworthiness are no less interesting. However, the possibility that one may be worthy of more blame because of some stroke of luck is particularly disconcerting for our ordinary understanding of morality. Correspondingly, discussions of resultant moral luck typically pay more attention to the blame side of moral responsibility, and so do I. Standard cases of moral luck readily demonstrate that luck often appears to make a difference to the
moral evaluation of agents. Take arguably the most common such case, which features in most relevant discussions since Nagel’s essay (Nagel, 1979: 25): *drunk driving*.

*Drunk driving*: Two drivers willingly and freely decide to drink and then drive. Everything about the two drivers and the external world is identical, except one fact: one drives home safely while the other, by stroke of luck alone, runs over and kills a pedestrian. Had the pedestrian walked off the pavement a moment sooner or later, she would not have been run over, and the second driver would have driven home safely, same as the first one.

Evidently, both drivers are equally blameworthy for drinking and driving. Yet it seems natural to blame the second driver for something else, and presumably more substantial: running over and killing the pedestrian. However, the two drivers are identical, and they act in exactly the same way. Up until the point where the second driver runs over the pedestrian, there is no difference between them. Presumably, their mentality is also identical. They share the same beliefs, desires, intentions, and so forth. All that is different about their respective outcomes is a matter of luck.

In *drunk driving*, luck seems to make a difference in blame between the two drivers. But should it? In other words, is the second driver more blameworthy than the first? If he is, it is because of the influence of luck in how things turned out. Essentially, this is the important question about luck in this case. By asserting that the second driver is more blameworthy than the first, one admits that luck may sometimes make a difference to the blameworthiness of agents. While this is a minority position, it has attracted some support (Hartman, 2017; 2020, Lang, 2021; see also Björnsson & Persson, 2012; Björnsson, 2017). In short, such views suggest that sometimes, resultant moral luck may affect the blameworthiness of agents.

However, many find the claim that resultant moral luck should influence moral assessment counterintuitive. We seem to have a strong natural intuition that moral assessment should be immune from luck. Philosophers have doubled down on that intuition, at least since Kant. Contemporary debate on moral luck from Nagel and Williams onwards, also centres on the same natural intuition, namely that luck should not affect how blameworthy or praiseworthy an agent is. In contrast, the view that resultant moral luck is consistent with moral responsibility suggests that differences in blameworthiness are warranted in cases where there is no difference between the agents’ control or quality of wills. Since some kind of control or quality of will is typically accepted
as a necessary component of moral responsibility, I will set the view that accepts the influence of luck on blameworthiness aside for now.

Unless one is inclined to adopt the minority view that luck is consistent with moral responsibility, resultant luck should not make a difference in the blameworthiness of agents. Yet, this leaves the apparent differences in blame between the two drivers unaccounted for. In order to preserve core intuitions about morality and common moral practice, one is pushed to explain away the apparent differences in blame.

To do that, there are two primary options. First, one can argue that differences in blame between the two drivers are warranted, but they are not due to luck. Rather, there is a non-luck explanation of differences in drunk driving and similar resultant moral luck cases. Second, one can insist that there is no morally relevant difference between the two drivers. Proponents typically proceed by restricting the scope of moral responsibility, or by appeal to some independent constant factor which explains away the apparent differences in blameworthiness and blame alike. Generally, both options employ some kind of denial strategy (Nelkin, 2013), because they deny that luck should make a difference in how blameworthy an agent is.

Beginning with the first option, often best exemplified by the epistemic argument (Latus, 2000; a similar strategy is employed by Thomson, 1989). According to the epistemic argument, we are only inclined to blame the two drivers differently because we lack some epistemic knowledge about their actions (their exact intentions, desires, or plans). Had we access to this epistemic knowledge, we would still blame the two drivers differently not because of resultant moral luck, but because of the difference in epistemic attitudes between them. However, the epistemic argument soon comes into trouble. As cases like drunk driving demonstrate, it is possible to stipulate situations where the epistemic attitudes of the agents are identical, but moral assessments differ because of luck.

A prominent denial strategy of the second kind includes distinguishing between degree and scope of responsibility (Zimmerman, 1987; 2002). Zimmerman argues that degree and scope capture different aspects of responsibility. Degree expresses how morally responsible one is, while scope expresses what one is responsible for. According to this view, the two drivers are equally blameworthy in degree, but not in scope (since the second driver is also responsible for killing a pedestrian). Presumably there is some luck-independent constant factor which makes the two drivers equally blameworthy. But what could this factor be? It should be something common
between two agents, and still independent from luck. Since their respective outcomes differ so dramatically, that common factor can only be something internal to the agents, part of their mental states. I discuss the issues associated with restricting moral responsibility in more detail below.

Another point against Zimmermann’s account is that if the two drivers are equally blameworthy in degree but not in scope, it is ostensibly possible to hold people equally responsible even when they are responsible for different things (Khoury, 2018). Zimmermann’s denial of resultant moral luck suggests that people can be morally responsible, even though there is nothing for which they are responsible, a claim that is counterintuitive, if not contrary to everyday moral practice. For present purposes, I rely on the assumption that Zimmermann’s strategy does not adequately solve the issue.

Now to a more recent and promising resultant luck denial strategy, aimed at solving issues with existing ones. Consider two cases of an assassin named Lee, who finds himself under the apparent influence of resultant moral luck (Khoury, 2018: 1358-1359):

**Assassin 1:** Lee is an assassin who has placed himself near a window on the fifth story of a building overlooking Elm Street. He carefully and skilfully draws a bead on his intended victim driving by below. He pulls the trigger, and the victim is shot and killed.

**Assassin 2:** Lee is an assassin who has placed himself near a window on the fifth story of a building overlooking Elm Street. He carefully and skilfully draws a bead on his intended victim driving by below. He pulls the trigger but a bird flies into the path of the bullet and the victim is spared.

Before moving on, two clarificatory remarks. First, assassin 1 and assassin 2 are mentally identical up until and including the pulling of the trigger (ibid: 1359). In both cases, Lee has the same beliefs, values, and of course the same intention to kill his victim. Second, Lee meets the conditions of blameworthiness, whatever those may be. Whether that requires some kind of control, sensitivity to reasons, or some hierarchical alignment of his mental states, Lee is blameworthy.

Naturally, Lee seems blameworthy for killing his victim in assassin 1, but not in assassin 2 where the victim is spared. Since the flying of the bird into the path of the bullet is a chance occurrence, luck makes a morally significant difference between the two cases. That difference cannot be explained away by employing the epistemic argument, since we presumably have access
to all relevant facts about Lee’s blameworthiness. Assassin is a compelling case of apparent resultant moral luck that cannot be explained by available denial strategies.

Ultimately, Khoury also denies that resultant moral luck should influence moral assessment, but his strategy is somewhat different from the ones previously mentioned. As a reaction to cases like assassin, which demonstrate how people’s actions may be subject to luck, Khoury suggests restricting the object of moral responsibility to the internal mental life of the agent. This entails that people are only morally responsible for their willings (Khoury, 2018: 1367). Note that this brand of internalism about moral responsibility is different from Frankfurt’s, who restricts moral responsibility to bodily movements (see Frankfurt, 1993). After all, one’s bodily movement may be manipulated against one’s will. An important upshot of such internalism is that it rejects moral responsibility for consequences. To say that an agent is responsible for the consequences of her action would entail admitting that resultant moral luck can make a difference in an agent’s blameworthiness. Therefore, no one is ever blameworthy for the consequences of their actions, but only for their internal mental willings.

Taking stock, cases of resultant moral luck create a problem because they drive apparent intuitions about differences in blameworthiness, intuitions that are not easily accounted for. These cases drive a wedge between blameworthiness on the one hand and blame on the other. Intuitively, we want differences in blame practices to track differences in blameworthiness. The task is to explain away the morally relevant difference between agents under the influence of resultant luck. Strategies such as distinguishing between degree and scope of responsibility or the epistemic argument seem inadequate. A more recent such strategy involves adopting a kind of internalism, which restricts morally responsible action to a limited mental realm. If internalists are correct, we are only ever morally responsible for our mental willings.

Internalism may be a hard pill to swallow, but the alternative may be even worse. Denial strategies that aimed to warrant differences in blaming practices in some morally relevant factors unaffected by luck seem inadequate. In response, internalism argues that while the difference in blaming is not warranted, people may still be morally responsible, even if only for their willings. Given the assumption that denial strategies are problematic, if the internalist strategy fails, then one is pushed to embrace some sort of scepticism about the possibility of moral responsibility in general. If people are not even morally responsible for their internal mental states, is not moral responsibility simply impossible?
The debate on resultant moral luck seems to lead to a choice between internalism and scepticism about moral responsibility. One is pressed to either shrink the domain of moral responsibility to the mental, or to accept the influence of resultant moral luck and admit that some form of scepticism (or at least revisionism) about assigning blame and praise is in order. Both alternatives are unattractive. On the one hand, internalism suggests that people are not morally responsible for their actions and their consequences. On the other hand, scepticism involves discounting strong natural intuitions about moral responsibility.

Section 3: Resultant Luck and Event Ontology

With the available reactions to cases of resultant moral luck being unsatisfactory, it is hard to imagine what progress on the matter might resemble. However, a further option remains, namely to examine the structure and treatment of the cases themselves and consider how that might affect our conception of luck, and of free action in general. In the remainder of the section, I want to argue that much of the force of the argument for the existence of resultant moral luck depends on the way the relevant cases are structured.

Consider again the cases discussed above: drunk driving and assassin. Both describe agents acting in the world, and both involve outcomes that are undesirable, morally significant, and beyond the agents’ control. The unlucky versions of both the drunk driver and the assassin end up in some unfortunate outcome, because of factors that are seemingly external to them. This is indicative of how resultant moral luck is introduced in the literature. Examples typically involve an agent who acts in a certain way, but under the influence of luck, the action ends up in some unforeseen outcome. Within this case structure the case for resultant moral luck seems convincing. Having acted in one way, the agent ends up in a situation because of factors outside her control. The outcome is the result of good or bad luck and blaming or praising her more than we would otherwise seems to suggest a conflict with common intuitions about moral assessment.

Now, I want to suggest that resultant moral luck cases work in three steps. First, actions such as driving drunk or attempting to assassinate someone are prone to luck regarding their outcome. This first premise is a simple statement of resultant luck. Second, actions in general have this structure. In fact, drunk driving and assassin look like pretty much ordinary examples of action. They are only special because luck in fact affects their outcome. Otherwise, nothing about them
seems unusual. From these two premises, a rather more substantial conclusion follows: all actions are subject to luck in the outcome. Consider this in argument form:

1. Actions like the ones described in drunk driving and assassin are subject to luck in how things turn out. (Resultant moral luck premise)
2. Drunk driving and assassin are examples of ordinary action, i.e., what is true of them is true of actions generally. (Generalisability premise)
3. Therefore, all actions are subject to luck in how things turn out.

While that argument may seem sweeping, much of its force lies on a single, rarely explicit assumption. This is the idea that actions are a specie of events. Conceiving of actions as events is far from unique to the moral luck debate: it is arguably the default ontology in philosophy of action at least since Davidson (1963; 1974). Understanding the way that we ordinarily talk about action has given rise to the problem of variable polyadicity (see for instance Ludwig, 2010). In its essence, the problem appears when one attempts to provide an adequate explanation of a fact about ordinary language, namely that from an utterance such as “Jones buttered the toast at midnight with a knife” one can infer several more limited claims like “Jones buttered the toast” or “Someone did some buttering at midnight”, and so forth. Coming up with a satisfactory explanation has been one of the main tasks of traditional philosophy of action, and Davidson has provided the most conspicuous solution to the problem.

Davidson’s solution suggests that actions are event particulars that can be described in many ways and warrant a specific inference pattern. This has two important implications. First, the same event can be given many action descriptions. For instance, “Jones buttered the toast” and “Jones made buttering noises” may be descriptions of the same action. Second, these descriptions of individual actions quantify over actions conceived as particulars. From hearing “Jones buttered the toast with a knife at midnight” one can infer that “Jones buttered the toast with a knife”, that “Jones buttered the toast”, and so forth.

All this suggests that actions are the kinds of things that happen at a specific time, in a specific way, under specific conditions. The most common way to understand this in metaphysical terms is to think of actions as events. However, this largely orthodox metaphysical position makes a crucial difference once it is applied to the resultant luck debate. Assuming that actions are events creates a barrier between the action on the one hand, and its outcome and consequences on the other. In cases
like drunk driving and assassin, that assumption invites conceiving of the action as one event, and its consequences as other particular events. Thus, a clear distinction is created between the action and all that follows it, including its outcome.

Now, it is worthwhile to flesh out the claim that resultant moral cases are premised on the assumption that actions are events. There are two distinct claims here. The first one is that the actions in cases like drunk driving and assassin are understood as events. Once the event conception of actions takes root, a distinction between actions and outcomes emerges, thus making the case for resultant moral luck not just plausible, but convincing. The second claim suggests that it is possible to generalise from specific cases to all actions if we conceive of them as events. This generality claim suggests that if actions are events, they share a structure by which the action itself is distinct from its consequences and outcomes. Under this description, all actions are subject to luck regarding their outcome.

To sum up, prominent cases such as drunk driving and assassin demonstrate that such actions are prone to moral luck in the outcome. But dialectically, they are used to argue for something more general. For instance, that we cannot be responsible for consequences, or that we are only responsible for our mental willings. These cases can only be used to make this general argument because they assume that all actions are events. So, rather than arguing that all actions are susceptible to luck in the outcome, these cases are more accurately used to argue that actions are subject to resultant luck if they are conceived of as events.

Before we can evaluate that assumption, some more details are needed on what it means to conceive of actions as events. For this, consider again the cases of drunk driving and assassin. Several features stand out. First, the actions in both cases are spatiotemporally located particulars. As mentioned above, actions exist in the world under specific conditions. In orthodox philosophy of action, an action is a particular event, specifically located in time and space. The driver drinks, then drives, then runs over the pedestrian. The assassin shoots, then misses.

Second, such events possess a completeness feature. This is easily demonstrated by the fact that they are expressed in past aspects. Often, this is masked by the historical present (i.e., the assassin shoots, the drunk drinks, then drives). But the actions to which they refer lay wholly in the past. It is commonplace in contemporary action theory to speak of actions in the past tense, as Davidson also does. Yet, it is far from obvious that this is the best way to conceive of action. Many
have followed this vein of objection, perhaps most famously Thompson’s naive action theory (Thompson, 2008).

The third relevant feature is that events are *up to nature*. If actions are events, they are part of the event causal structure of the world, and thus, their occurrence and subsequent consequences are at least partly out of the hands of the agent. This feature raises familiar questions about how events cause each other and what counts as a basic action. Consider for instance the Shakespearean tale of Claudius poisoning the king by pouring poison into his ear. When exactly did Claudius kill the king? Was it when he poured the poison into his ear? Or when the poison affected the king’s internal organs? Or was it when finally, the king succumbed and died? It is far from clear exactly when the Claudius’ action was completed.

Fourth and final is the fact that events are *non-changeable*, even though they are themselves changes. The argument that events cannot change in respect to intrinsic properties is not new (see Dretske, 1967; Galton & Mizoguchi, 2009; Steward, 2012). That final feature will become important in the next section.

A potential objection at this point might question whether the event conception of action is necessary for actions to be prone to resultant luck. Suppose we reformulate our action ontology, so that actions are not understood as events, but as something else. Would that still make them subject to resultant luck? I think this is a worthwhile project, and I engage with it in the next section. Another potential objection may be directed at the generality claim. Do all actions need to be events, for resultant moral luck to generalise from specific cases to potentially all actions? Here the answer is no. Perhaps there is another way to generalise. What I have argued is that assuming that actions are events provides at least one way to generalise resultant moral luck cases to all actions.

Now we can consider why one might think the assumption that actions are events false. What is the problem with thinking of actions as events? If events have the static nature of completed particulars, then describing certain garden-variety actions as events seems inadequate (see Hornsby, 2012; and Steward, 2012 for detailed arguments). For instance, an event ontology of action seems insufficient to account for an action that changes over time (if, say, it becomes more intense) and yet remains naturally understood as a single action. As Steward puts it “we engage in changings and not in changes, movings and not in completed motions. The things we engage in are things which are themselves susceptible of change -and this means they cannot be events.” (2012: 384).
Additionally, conceiving of actions as event particulars gets little traction in explaining how an agent contributes to her action, thus allowing for the issue of the disappearing agent to arise (Hornsby, 2012). However, this is not the place to engage with that issue.

Where does this leave us? The argument for resultant moral luck generalises from specific cases to actions in general because it assumes that all actions are events. However, there is some indication that at least some actions are not captured by this ontology of spatiotemporally located completed particulars, which cannot change themselves. At least some actions seem to be changeable or variable, and they seem to have a more continuous or unbroken profile over time. So, if resultant moral luck depends on the assumption that actions are events, but there is reason to think otherwise, it raises the question: what if actions are not events, but something else? Would actions differently conceived be subject to resultant moral luck? Or would it, more likely, be more of a case-by-case assessment? I discuss the plausibility of a different ontology of action and the implications for the debate on resultant luck in the next section.

Section 4: Action as a Many-Shots Process

Prominent arguments claiming that luck makes no difference to blameworthiness seem unable to adequately explain apparent cases of resultant moral luck. In reaction, recent strategies restrict the domain of morally responsible agency to the internal mental life of the agent. However, classic cases of resultant moral luck rely on a rarely explicit assumption that actions are events. In what follows, I consider what an alternative ontology of action might look like, and how it might affect the problem of resultant moral luck. I argue for describing actions as ongoing processes of goal-directed behaviour, better captured by a many-shots structure. Following that conception, typical cases of resultant luck are far from representative of ordinary action, but rather special occurrences that cannot be used to make general claims about action more broadly.

Before discussing an alternative action ontology, two things should be noted. First, suggesting that actions are not events does not mean that they are necessarily protected from the influence of luck. Perhaps actions are something other than events, but whatever they are is still subject to luck. Or maybe some actions may still be events, and they would be subject to luck. For the alternative ontology presented here, I rely on accounts whose basic tenet is that actions are not events. However, it is not important to my argument that no action is an event. Some actions could still be events under some description. However, even though one might be able to describe actions in an
event-like fashion after being completed, I argue that is overall better to think of actions as processes, not events.

Second, while thinking of actions as events is a standard position within philosophy of action, it does not need to be so. Davidson’s solution to the problem of variable polyadicity does not depend on actions specifically being events. This point has recently been made by Sarah Paul (Paul, 2020: ch.4). The Davidsonian account depends on interpreting the semantics of action descriptions as quantifying over action particulars, in a way that would allow inference patterns such as inferring “there was at least one buttering” when reading “Jones buttered the toast angrily at midnight”. One way to do that is to think of actions as events, but at least in principle, this conclusion is not inescapable. One could have different ontological conceptions of the action particulars. Therefore, an alternative to the event ontology of action may still be within the framework.

With these points clear, we can ask what actions might be if they are not events. There are at least two reasonably developed alternatives to the traditional ontology of action. Instead of thinking of actions as events, one can think of them as processes or as stretches of activity. While these two accounts are not explicitly meant to complement each other, they present a largely compatible alternative to the orthodox view. First, let us consider what it means to conceive of actions as processes. Processes, unlike events, can change. In fact, on a common understanding of processes, they are changings (Steward, 2012). Their constitutive parts -that is, whatever makes them up- can themselves change. And the rate of change by which these constitutive parts can change, can vary itself. Change may happen in a way that is smooth, abrupt, or momentary.

Along similar lines, one can think of action not as a category of particulars, such as events, but as activity (Hornsby, 2012: 233). Hornsby’s account attempts to tackle the problem of the disappearing agent in explanations of action by suggesting that when an agent acts, she “engages in activity, where no activity is any particular” (ibid: 234). Conceiving of actions as activity conveys an interesting analogy between time and space. Activity makes up the temporal world, much like bits make up the physical world. Just as space consists of physical things, time consists of activity. Rather than any event particular, activity is the basic ontological category which explains action.

Summing up the alternative ontology of action. There is a way of conceiving actions not as events but as unfolding processes of activity. The ontology of action as a process describes the agent’s journey towards a goal. Several aspects of that journey are susceptible to change, as one
would expect of a goal-directed process that unfolds gradually over time. Here we see a departure from the traditional view of action, which allows for an understanding of action not as a series of completed events, into a more continuous and less temporally defined affair, changing over time.

Having sketched the case for an alternative ontology of action, the next step is to consider exactly how it departs from the traditional event ontology. In the previous section, I presented and briefly discussed four features of events. If actions were events, then these features would also characterise actions. But if actions are rather not events, it is worthwhile to consider how the same features might differ. Two of these features are the most telling: completeness and non-changeability. In what follows, I argue that under the proposed alternative ontology, actions often do not have these features.

Begin with completeness. If actions are ongoing goal-directed processes, they are better captured as extended over time rather than completed particulars. And action is perhaps best expressed using progressive aspects, such as the present progressive or the present perfect progressive, when the action lies in the present tense. After all, we rarely know when or if the action will be completed. Say I decide to get up from the couch and turn on the light. If, as I get up and start walking to the switch, someone asks me what I am doing, it seems natural to reply “I am turning on the light”, even though I nowhere near the switch. If I flip the switch and nothing happens, I may still be turning on the light, as long as I maintain that goal. My objective is to have the light turned on, but even if I never do that, I could still reasonably claim that I was turning on the light. Even when the action lies in the past, aspects such as the past progressive or the past perfect progressive seem to better capture the variable nature of action. Perhaps as I was walking to the light switch, I stopped to drink some water. Of course, there may be cases where the action is irrevocably completed. Most of the time, however, we describe actions that stretch over time, towards a goal. Open progressive sentences indicate progress towards some goal (Wolsfon, 2012). Such sentences are arguably better at capturing a structure that is common to all actions. In any case, according to the proposed alternative ontology of action as a process, completeness is reversed into openness.

Next, consider the non-changeability feature. Events are themselves changes, but they cannot change in respect to their intrinsic properties. A buttering at midnight is a change, but it does not change itself. So, if actions are events, they are unchangeable. In contrast, if actions are ongoing processes they can not only change, but the rate of change can itself vary over time. In fact, it is
possible to say that an action begins being fast, then becomes slower, or angrier, or shy, and still be describing the same action as it evolves over time. As soon as one departs from the traditional event ontology, action emerges as a phenomenon much more capable of change than originally thought.

There are reasons to think that ordinary action is best captured by progressive aspects. In contrast to the perfect, sentences in the progressive demonstrate a kind of progress towards something, typically towards a goal (Wolfson, 2012). Progressive sentences are characterised by temporal openness, which captures the fact that actions can be paused and resumed, and the all the while be ongoing. Furthermore, progressive sentences are good at capturing the so-called imperfective paradox, the fact that for an action to be ongoing in the present, it does not need to be completed in the future. While linguistic in nature, these considerations about progressive sentences give support to the idea that actions are more like ongoing processes and less like completed events. That said, it may be the case that we often use simple present or perfect aspects to describe action. However, progressive sentences are more precise at capturing ordinary action.

Under this alternative ontology, actions are no longer captured by appeals to events and completed particulars. The process ontology presented here suggests that actions are goal-directed processes, ongoing, and best captured by progressive sentences. Actions can change over time, they can be paused and resumed, and still be actions. Far from the fixed, one-shot structure exhibited by the event ontology, actions are processes that often require many shots. To complete an action, an agent may need more than one tries. She may try once, fail, try again, pause, resume, try again, and yet be engaged in the same action throughout. To understand the relevance of this for the debate on moral luck, we need to revisit the two familiar cases of apparent resultant moral luck, drunk driving, and assassin. If actions are ongoing processes of goal-directed behaviour, drunk driving and assassin no longer resemble cases of everyday, ordinary action that are generalisable.

Begin with drunk driving. Under the process ontology of action, drunk driving is a special case, and hardly generalisable. A harrowing case, to be sure, but an exception nonetheless. Calling it special does not mean it is not realistic or even likely to happen. It means, however, that it is not representative of the structure of ordinary action. Importantly, drunk driving is not special because the case is based on the assumption that actions are events, but for two different reasons. First, it is special because it is a case of recklessness, where we are dealing with predictable unintended consequences. While there are interesting things to say about such cases, they are hardly representative of everyday action. Second, drunk driving is special because it has a particular “one-
shot” structure. It requires special constraints to make an action a one-shot case. The agent acts, and then has no chance to try again, to rectify or to change her conduct in any way. What is done is done. Once the pedestrian is knocked over, the situation is final and irreversible.

But ordinary action is rarely like that. Normal cases of action have a many-shots structure. Consider again the case of Lee the assassin. He shoots, misses, and the action is over. While that may happen, it would not represent what we usually think an assassin would do. Indeed, if Lee is a professional, we should expect him to try and shoot his victim again and again. Imagine you have hired Lee. You would expect him to finish the job. If for whatever reason he only tries once (say he only had one bullet, or he was worried he would get spotted, or he needed to leave to fulfil another murder contract), you might blame him for giving into a flawed character trait which makes him bad at being an assassin. Naturally, we expect Lee to do all within his power to shoot and kill his victim. If he misses the first time, he should try again. If he only has one shot, the first question is: why does he not have more shots? And finally, if indeed he can only try to kill his victim once and he fails because of luck, it is important to note that this is also a special case, far from representative of ordinary action. Assassin has a clear one-shot structure, which does not represent ordinary action. Therefore, it does not generalise.

So, under the proposed alternative ontology according to which actions are ongoing process of goal-directed behaviour usually involving many shots, it is no longer possible to generalise from cases like drunk driving and assassin to all actions, because such cases do not share the common structure of action. Ordinary actions often stretch over time and allow for a many-shots structure.

Consider Adonis pouring wine:

Adonis tries to pour a cup of wine while he is lying on a couch. As he is pouring, he spills most of the wine on the floor. He then wipes the wasted wine with a cloth and tries to pour himself a cup once more. Then he discovers there is no more wine left in the crater. Adonis gets up, walks to the cellar, and fills the crater with fresh wine. Finally, he fills his cup with wine and drinks contentedly.

It seems to me that Adonis pouring wine, while admittedly comical, is a case of ordinary action through and through. It is not special in any meaningful way. Adonis has a goal, which he tries to accomplish by the means at his disposal. He tries, fails, tries again. He adapts and reacts to
unforeseen obstacles that appear along the way. Finally, after multiple tries and perhaps more effort than he initially thought would be necessary, he achieves his goal: a cup full of wine.

Imagine Adonis giving up on his intention to pour himself some wine once he discovers his wine was spilled, or after he cleans the wine from the floor, or even after he realises the crate is empty. That would make very little sense given Adonis’ desire for a cup of wine. Desires that function as intentions which guide an agent’s action should presumably persist in the face of obstacles. Otherwise, intentional or rational action would be too unstable. Indeed, every day action is stable. Even where there are hiccups along the way, one proceeds to try again until the goal is reached.

Actions of this sort are much less likely to be subject to luck in the outcome, at least not in the way suggested by apparent cases of resultant moral luck. In the previous sections, the argument for moral luck was based on thinking of actions as events. According to the alternative ontology presented here, action is an ongoing goal-directed process with a many-shots structure. Is this an argument against resultant moral luck? Or in other words, does it provide reason to think that people are not more or less blameworthy because of resultant luck? Not quite. But the force of the cases, as generalisable instances of ordinary action is diminished. With them, the force of argument for moral luck is also diminished. In the next section, I present a prominent naturalistic cognitive framework that may underlie this alternative ontology of action.

Section 5: A Cognitive Architecture for Action

5.1 Predictive Coding

So far, I have proposed an alternative to the event ontology of action, which seems to avoid some of the pitfalls of the one-shot structure of action. In particular, the conception of action as an unfolding, goal-directed process involving many shots diminishes the generalisability of prominent cases of resultant moral luck, because such cases are no longer representative examples of everyday action.

One concern with the alternative process ontology of action is that it does not align with an otherwise naturalistic view about action, because it does not lie on empirically sound ground. Often, proponents of views like the one I have presented rely primarily on linguistic evidence (of the sort presented by Wolfson, 2012) or provide a non-naturalistic explanation of action (such as
Thompson, 2004). Such views claim that human cognition is normatively unique, so that it is best not understood and investigated within the empirical model of the natural sciences. Furthermore, naturalistic causal theories of action often explicitly endorse an event-causal metaphysical framework.

However, my aim is different. I want to demonstrate that the many-shots process ontology of action is consistent with a naturalistic approach to action and human cognition in general. To do that, in this section I present an empirically well-supported framework for a cognitive architecture that supports the idea of action being an unfolding goal-directed process. That process is naturally approached with a many-shots structure, in contrast to the one-shot structure of traditional event ontology. That framework is predictive coding (Rao & Ballard, 1999; Huang & Rao, 2011; Friston, 2009; 2010; 2018), also known as predictive processing (Clark, 2013; Hohwy, 2013; Colombo, 2017). For the rest of the paper, I will use the term predictive coding.

Predictive coding forms the core of a broad and ongoing research programme. As such, empirical evidence for it is qualified and even contentious. However, there is good reason to think that this proposal can provide answers about human cognition that competing frameworks cannot, and that it captures something true about human cognition. Furthermore, only recently have philosophers started to engage with this otherwise prevalent programme to inform long-standing debates in philosophy of mind and action (see for instance Hohwy, 2020). Predictive coding refers to a cognitive architecture which employs prediction and prediction error minimisation as the primary task of a mind (Clark, 2013; Hohwy, 2013). According to Andy Clark, the human mind “is basically a prediction machine” (Clark, 2011). Predictions guide perception, thought, and action by anticipating and explaining sensory and sensorimotor input. This is a unified process which underlies all cognitive activity. Minimising the difference between the agent’s predictive model and the various sensory information which the agent encounters is the only task of the human mind.

According to predictive coding, the nature of cognition is probabilistic. In order to make predictions about the current state of the world and the likelihood of different events occurring, the mind uses already existing knowledge about the external world and previous predictions to calculate a wealth of subjective probability distributions. These probabilities capture the degree of confidence assigned to each possible outcome, and they are constantly updated until the moment the agent is required to choose one outcome in action. Predictive coding is not alone in suggesting that cognition is probabilistic. For instance, Bayesian-brain hypotheses (see Hoyer and Hyvärinen, 2003;
Sanborn and Chater, 2017; also, Friston, 2012), claim that subjective probability distributions are updated following Bayes’ rule. These hypotheses typically adopt either a sampling or a variational method. Predictive coding uses a variational method to approximate Bayesian inference.

Another important aspect of predictive coding is the centrality of error signals. Identifying, incorporating, and minimising prediction error signals is the first step in inferring the states of the world (Friston, 2010). When there are discrepancies between the internal predictive model of the agent on the one hand, and sensory input from the world on the other, error signals are generated. The sum of all error signals is typically called *free energy* (Friston and Stephan, 2007; Friston, 2009, Hohwy 2021). It is the primary task of the mind to minimise free energy. That involves either updating the model or engaging in active inference by sampling new evidence from the world to confirm the existing model. In the first case, the subjective probabilities of the model are modified to account for the detected error signal and select between several possible models, thus minimising free energy. In the second case, the cognitive capacity of the agent is employed to gather new information from the world, thus driving exploration of the environment. In both cases, the same fundamental process is demonstrated, namely predictive error minimisation. To be sure, predictive coding is not the only framework that employs error minimisation. Most computational models in machine learning and statistics also do (see for instance Bishop, 2006; Barber, 2012). The difference is that according to predictive coding, predictive error minimisation is not just one goal, but the *only* goal of human cognition.

### 5.2. Bayesian Update and Active Inference

Now let us take stock. Predictive coding suggests that the at the heart of human cognition lies a generative predictive model of incoming sensory information from the world. Prediction mismatches between that model and the world create error signals, which are called free energy. Free energy is minimised in two ways: either by Bayesian update of the current model to fit the sensory input (as in ordinary perceptual learning), or by engaging in active inference towards confirming the existing model (by taking appropriate action, for instance sampling new sensory evidence).

To see how all that may work in practice, consider a case where a person is placed blindfolded in a room. She is confused and naturally tries to make sense of her situation and her environment. While her visual input is inhibited, she can still touch, smell, hear, and even taste
things around her. We can reasonably expect the blindfolded agent to make various guesses about her surroundings. In fact, she will probably soon have a whole array of potential explanations about what is happening in the room. Each of these explanations will in turn be assigned different priors. It is conceivable that the guess “I am blindfolded in a room” has a much higher prior than the guess “the sun stopped shining”. As she engages with her environment, some guesses are bound to be wrong, but some may be confirmed. Say she picks up a roughly round object, which feels and smells like an apple. When she bites into it, it also tastes like an apple. Reasonably, she might confirm her guess and add the apple into her partial mental image of the room. Other guesses maybe be harder to confirm. Depending on the strength of the prior, the agent might stick to her existing model and discard evidence to the contrary. For instance, if the probability value of “I am sitting on a chair” might be high enough for the agent to ignore the fact that nothing about where she is sitting resembles a chair. Instead of discarding the “I am sitting on a chair” model, she might keep sampling for new evidence that explains away the data until the model is confirmed.

As the case above demonstrates, what explains away the sensory data is not just the probabilities, but also the content of the model. Changing the content of model is akin to adopting a new one. All the while, the agent has simultaneous competing models, which all undergo Bayesian updating. And while the agent will always choose the model with the highest probability, the way this happens is not straightforward. For instance, if there is a model with a very strong prior and some conflicting evidence appears, the agent might be reluctant to adjust the probability of the prior. So, she might sample new evidence in an explorative way to confirm her existing prior. Importantly, both adjusting the prior because of sensory input and sampling in an explorative way are part of a process that takes time. Even in cases where there is only one model and only one explanation, confirming that explanation is still a process. When the agent engages in active inference, the goal state comes in the form of sensory predictions. By error minimisation, the agent changes the world in order to fit the goal.

5.3 Predictive Control for Action

With the predictive error minimisation process laid out, we can move from cognitive architecture and active inference to human action. One way to do that is via control. According to an influential view proposed by Daniel Dennett (1984), agents exercise control to arrange the world in a particular way. The role of control is to minimise the difference between a goal state on the one hand, and the sensory input about the state of the world on the other. The goal state is of course
internal to the agent, a model to which the state of world is compared. Predictive error minimisation is the process by which the agent conforms her predictive model to the world. Control is the process by which the agent conforms the world to her model of it.

Such a process is not without hiccups. Agents navigate a world that is uncertain and risky. Information is patchy and sometimes untrustworthy, the environment changes constantly and sometimes in unpredictable ways. It is exactly this incomplete and uncertain informational environment that feeds into deliberation, thinking, and action. Given that, the degree of control one has over both the environment and over her own conduct is contingent on one’s partial view of an ever-changing world. Within this informationally patchy and changing environment, minimising predictive error is a process. One works progressively towards filling the gaps, making the picture of the world clearer. But at the same time, that picture is itself moving. The world changes. So, there will always be errors. Even if the agent becomes exceptionally good at predicting and explaining sensory input from the world, the world itself will change, rendering even the best predictions inaccurate. As a reaction, the agent will then engage in model update or active inference.

Consider again the example of Adonis pouring wine:

Adonis tries to pour a cup of wine while he is lying on a couch. As he is pouring, he spills most of the wine on the floor. He then wipes the wasted wine with a cloth and tries to pour himself a cup once more. Then he discovers there is no more wine left in the crater. Adonis gets up, walks to the cellar, and fills the crater with fresh wine. Finally, he fills his cup with wine and drinks contentedly.

Now we can examine Adonis pouring wine as an example of active inference in terms of action control. Adonis has a predictive goal state, namely a full cup of wine. He predicts grasping a cup, and pouring wine from the crater into his cup. This is all cashed out in the form of different sensory predictions. He predicts certain tactile inputs, certain activations of joints and muscles, and so forth. But alas, he is wrong. The wine ends up on the floor, not into his cup. Some of his predictions were obviously wrong. So, what does he do? He engages in active inference. He moves in such a way so that he can turn his prediction of a full cup of wine true. Adonis’ goal takes the form of different sensory predictions. To achieve his goal, Adonis engages in active inference, changing the world to minimise the error in his model. This is exercising control.
Active inference, as demonstrated briefly in the case above, is obviously a many-shots process. To accurately predict, explain, and manipulate the world around us, we need to try and fail multiple times. The sort of control that is required for action can be understood in these terms. Through a process of active inference, the agent is involved in a many-shots process of exercising control, by minimising the error of her predictive model of the world. As her model becomes more accurate, she accrues a higher degree of control over her interaction with the environment. One such interaction is what we ordinarily call action.

In no way is this discussion meant to be proof that predictive coding is the correct model for deliberation, decision-making, and action. Rather, the goal is to demonstrate that predictive coding aligns well with the process ontology of action, which in turn has important implication for the discussion on resultant luck and moral responsibility in general. Predictive coding suggests that the fundamental function of the mind is predictive error minimisation. Control for action within this general framework is characterised by a many-shots structure. This provides way to couple the notion of active inference with the idea of control for action. When engaging in active inference, the agent changes the world until it fits her goal, as captured by her predictive model. In terms of action control, this means that the agent makes a prediction about some proprioceptive input. When she gets a contrary input, she can change that input by moving her body in different ways. Thus, she exercises control in different ways, in order to conform the world to her model. So, the picture of the mind as presented by predictive coding aligns with a view of action as a many-shots unfolding goal-directed process.

5.4 Objections

Before closing this section, I consider two objections to the claim that the predictive coding framework is consistent with the process ontology of action. First, one might wonder whether the two accounts are referring to the same type of process when they discuss action, or if they are in fact talking past each other. Given that predictive coding is a way to model cognitive processing, it may be that within the framework, the way to understand action is different from the common understanding of action in philosophy. But that would be problematic. That is, only if action as discussed in the predictive coding framework is the same type of process as discussed in philosophy of action and moral responsibility would the consistency between the process ontology of action and the predictive mind hypothesis be significant. If the two are talking about different processes, it raises the question of whether any consistency between them is at all informative in the first place.
This first objection can be understood in terms of distinguishing between personal and subpersonal levels of explanation (Dennett, 1969, for a more recent defence see Hornsby, 2000). In philosophy of action, the focus ostensibly is on the personal level. We are interested in an explanation of action that retains a sufficient (causal or otherwise) role for the agent. If the necessary and sufficient conditions for something to count as an action are best spelled out in subpersonal mechanisms, then it is unclear exactly what contribution the agent’s personal level states might play. And if the agent’s personal level states do not contribute to something being an action, then it is hard to see how such a thing is something the agent does in the first place. So, according to the personal/subpersonal distinction, it is important that we can explain an action by appeal to the agent’s personal level states. When it comes to predictive coding, things seem to be different. At its core, the framework is meant to model subpersonal cognitive activity. The problem therefore is this: Philosophers and predictive coding theorists seem to appeal to different levels of explanation, and therefore different concepts of action (see Holton, 2016 for more on this point).

Now to the reply. While it is true that the personal-subpersonal distinction has been influential in philosophy of action, and while it is true that predictive coding theorists make little reference to explicitly personal level cognition, it is not true that we are dealing with different concepts of action in the two discussions. Once one adopts a predictive coding approach to explain and model cognition, the distinction between personal and subpersonal levels of explanation is drawn into question. In fact, many prominent theorists both within and outside the predictive coding paradigm deny the distinction in its original form altogether (Clark, 1989: ch.3; Bermudez, 2000; for an overview see Colombo, 2013). Now, it is beyond the scope of the paper to argue for or against the personal/subpersonal distinction. That said, predictive coding is a framework that is meant to work on all levels of cognition. Whether the framework adequately captures cognition is a different question. But if it does, then it explains the sort of action usually discussed in philosophy, and therefore, it can inform philosophical discussions about action and moral responsibility.

The second objection can be formulated in the following way: if predictive coding is true, then all motivational states are predictions. Motivational states then are best understood as beliefs about the world. But if all motivational states are beliefs, then most leading theories about motivation, including the Humean theory of motivation and Bratman’s theory of intention, are wrong.
Begin with Humean theories of motivation. According to a Humean theory, beliefs and desires are distinct states, with distinct contributions to motivation. Belief is not sufficient for motivation - desire is also required. However, according to predictive coding all motivational states are predictions about the world, and they are spelled out in degrees of belief. Thus, if beliefs and desires are both degrees of belief about the world, they cannot be distinct states. Therefore, the Humean theory of motivation must be wrong.

Now to Bratman’s theory of intention. According to Bratman (1987), intentions are a sui-generis mental state, distinct from beliefs and desires, which support our practical reasoning and action, and feature heavily in planning. Similarly here, if intentions are best understood as degrees of belief about the world and not distinct from other mental states, Bratman’s conception of intentions must be wrong. Note that the buck does not stop with Bratman’s theory. For instance, the desire theory of intention (see Ridge, 1998), which suggests that our strongest desires have the motivational profile of what Bratman calls intentions also runs into trouble with predictive coding. Any theory that conceives of desires, beliefs, or intentions as distinct will similarly be refuted by the truth of predictive coding.

The general issue, then, is that predictive coding reduces beliefs and desires to predictions, thus supporting a kind of strong cognitivism (see Colombo, 2017). According to strong cognitivism, intentions are a type of belief about the world (Marušić & Schwenkler, 2018). When an agent intends to do something, she believes she will do it based on her practical reasoning. Furthermore, one may adopt corresponding view about desires, conceiving them as a sort of belief about the world (Lewis, 1988; 1996). While adequate explanation and defence of the belief theory of intention and the belief theory of desire are beyond the scope of this paper, it suffices to say that they demonstrate viable and philosophically respectable alternatives.

On the face of it, is true that predictive coding leads to a version of strong cognitivism about motivational states. For the sake of this argument, I apply this approach of predictive coding, and together with that I assume some version of strong cognitivism about intention and desire. Strong cognitivism is a substantive position to hold, but it is a prominent position, and it has received considerable support. Furthermore, the truth of strong cognitivism is independent from the truth of the predictive coding framework. Supporters of strong cognitivism consider it a viable position regardless of whether that position is corroborated by predictive coding or not. In any case, the truth of strong cognitivism is beyond my purpose. I merely argue that predictive coding presents a
plausible picture of cognition. Surely it comes with its own set of problems. But whichever are the best arguments that the strong cognitivists have developed for their position, I can adopt them in my reply to the second objection.

Section 6: Concluding Remarks

Before closing, I want to consider the relevance of the proposal presented here for the debate on luck and moral responsibility. I started the paper with a common challenge to the possibility of morally responsible free action: resultant moral luck. After looking at different possible replies to the challenge, I ended up arguing that the force of the challenge from resultant luck comes from the assumption that actions are events. Once we abandon this event ontology of action, the force of the luck challenge is diminished.

Consider again the proposed internalism about moral responsibility, according to which people are only ever responsible for their tryings or willings. Such internalism is motivated by cases like assassin. However, under the process ontology of action, cases like assassin seem much less daunting. Now with a plausible a cognitive framework which supports a many-shots structure of action as an unfolding process of minimising errors in the agent’s predictive model of the world, what can be said about moral luck in general?

Regardless of the objective nature of the universe, the agent faces the world from a perspective with an unavoidable degree of uncertainty. Thought and action are not immune to this uncertainty. If predictive coding presents a plausible picture of the mind, this uncertainty is built into the way our minds operate. We are made so that minimising uncertainty about our environment is the main task of our mind. One may ask what implications this has for discussions of moral responsibility and luck. Given a predictive coding picture of cognition, we should consider the possibility that our cognitive psychology serves the purpose of getting luck under control. Action has a many-shots structure because control of action needs to get chance under control.

Luck may be understood as a type of error. If the predictive coding framework is correct, then minimising errors is the only task of the mind. In what regards luck, perhaps the very task of the mind is to minimise the effect of luck on thought and action. Maybe it can still happen, but we should not expect it to happen to a degree that threatens our conception of morally responsible action. More importantly, holding people responsible does not need to be independent of chance.
Rather, chance is what responsible agents are faced with, in their attempts to act in the world. So, minimising the effect of chance goes to the core of what responsible agency means.

The paper began with a rather bleak outlook. The existence of resultant luck suggests that people are not responsible for their actions. However, there is reason to think that ordinary action approximates an ongoing, many-shots process of constant error minimisation. And this seems to be consistent with a plausible cognitive framework whose very purpose is to maximise control by minimising errors, luck, and uncertainty.
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Concluding Remarks

We all face the world with an unavoidable degree of uncertainty, independently of whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic. Control of thought and action is subject to this uncertainty. We each have a limited perspective on the world, and even on our own mentality. However, there is a kind of freedom we have within this restricted domain. Contra serious objections, this kind of freedom may be sufficient to realise the sort of control that is necessary to be morally responsible.

I began this dissertation by turning the focus on the agent. Specifically, the first article argued that for an event to be considered an action, it is vital that the agent has contributed to it in a meaningful way. This notion of agentive contribution is an indicator of the degree of control one has, which in turn determines whether one is morally responsible. I then argued for a psychologically plausible way to understand the exercise of responsibility-level control, against the challenges presented by a functional/mechanistic explanatory framework.

In the second article, I presented a version of the problem of luck which affects agents regardless of the truth of determinism. Mental luck is founded on the idea that our epistemic perspective of the world is inevitably limited, such that free decisions may be indistinguishable from decisions that are a matter of luck. While that may not be objectively true, it is subjectively so from the perspective of an ordinary agent. Thus, it is impossible to tell which of our decisions are prone to mental luck. The sombre conclusion of the article suggests that mental luck poses a serious challenge to the realisability of the control condition and the possibility of free action.

Finally, the third article began with a different luck-related worry, this time resultant luck. Cases like drunk driving and assassin apparently demonstrate that people are -at most- only morally responsible for their mental willings, but not for their actions and their consequences. However, such cases are founded on the assumption that actions are events. Once we drop that assumption and conceive of actions as ongoing goal-directed processes involving many-shots, cases of resultant luck are by no means representative of ordinary action. To support my claim, I aligned this alternative ontology with a naturalistic cognitive architecture, according to which the mind is primarily involved in minimising errors through Bayesian updating or active inference. The many shots view of action significantly diminishes the force of prominent cases of resultant luck.
The third article provides support for the claims made in article 1, while it also serves as a counterargument to the worry about mental luck from article 2. If actions are open processes that involve many-shots, it is possible to think of control for action as an ongoing process of conforming the world to our desires. Accordingly, if error minimisation is the primary task of the mind, we should consider the possibility that luck is another type of error. Our cognitive capacities may well be attuned to exercise control in a way that minimises the effects of luck, within this environment of subjective uncertainty and limited information. I do not provide such a sweeping argument in the article. My hope is that this will form part of future work on this topic. That said, the foundations of freedom in uncertainty are present here, spelled out in terms of a plausible account of responsibility-level control.

Uncertainty, luck, chance, and limited information have traditionally been viewed as threats to our control and freedom. This thesis challenges this predominant perception by proposing a credible account of freedom in uncertainty. Once we have accepted that we live in an environment of subjective uncertainty, the objective nature of the universe has little real-world significance for our actions. We will never know if our next endeavour will be successful if our latest decision was truly free or the result of some chance process. Even if we did, we would surely harbour some inexplicable and uneasy hesitation about the future. Yet, uncertainty does not mean restraint. Throughout this work, I have attempted to explore the foundations of the sort of freedom we can reasonably expect to have, even within this limited domain. That freedom may be restricted in many ways, but we have reason to think our mind has ways to exercise a degree of control over its environment and enable us to act freely, for the most part. Of course, that involves a comprehensive investigation which far exceeds the boundaries of my dissertation. I believe such work will contribute to a better understanding of human cognition and action in the literature and encourage more contact between philosophy and the cognitive sciences. I have every intention to engage in this work in the future.